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RESOURCES AND GLOBAL
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: A STUDY
OF THE AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS
INDUSTRY IN IRELAND
John Fahy
The automotive components industry is an important one in an Irish context.
Significant state eHort has been put into developing a viable cluster of
components firms, but recent years have witnessed the high profile
departures of two of that number, namely Packard Electric and Semperit.
This raises CJuestions regarding the ability of firms to compete in rapidly
globalising Industries and also regarding the role of the country in assisting
with this eHort.
The resource-based view (RBV) of the firm has recently emerged as an
illuminating framework for diagnosing the sources of sustainable
competitive advantage. It ~rovides a mechanism for understanding which of
the many resources typically available to the firm are important in terms of
gaining advantage. In this article, the resource-based view is extended to
take account of the conditions faced by firms operating in global industries.
Some key propositions are outlined and are tested on firms operating in the
automotive components industry in Ireland using a mail survey. A total of
74 per cent responded. The study found that the maiority of firms had a
good understanding of which resources were important and there was
evidence that the sample was performing very well relative to international
averapes. Some implications of the research for Irish firms operating in
other Industries are also outlined.

Introduction
With the continuing integration of Europe and
the ongoing globalisation of business generally,
perhaps one of the most fundamental questions
facing Irish firms is how to gain and maintain
competitive advantages in the international marketplace. The successes of some Irish businesses to
date have been noted (Ward and Domegan,
1995). Many of the Irish firms with dominant
shares of the world market such as the Smurfit
Corporation, CRH, the Kerry Group and Glen
Dimplex are among the country's largest and have
grown primarily through the acquisition of foreign competitors. This focuses attention on the
resources available to firms seeking to grow internationally and on questions such as whether some
resources are more important than others and how
these resources should be deployed to gain positions of competitive advantage. The resourcebased view of the firm provides some illuminating
insights into these kinds of questions and it is the
role of resources in global competitive advantage
that is the central focus of this paper.
Questions concerning resources and advantage
© Mercury Publications

are examined in the context of the automotive
components industry in Ireland. It is appropriate
to consider this industry for a number of reasons.
First, it is a global industry as its customers, the
automotive manufacturers (OEMs) are large,
multinational firms with worldwide operations
and generally universal needs. Increasingly, many
!ris~ firms .are li~ely to find themselves operating
In Industnes wIth these global characteristics.
Second, the industry has been the focus of a great
deal of inward investment in recent decades as the
state has sought to develop a duster of automotive components firms here, despite the fact that
the c~untry no longer has any auto assembly
operations. It has largely been successful in doing
so, though recently there have been some high
profile departures, such as those of Packard
Electric and Semperit. Why some companies have
stayed and prospered while others have felt it neces~ary to rel?cat~ is an important question given
thIS country s relIance generally on foreign-owned
enterprises. And how do Irish-owned automotive
components firms co~pare with their foreignowned counte~parts? Fmally, another important
reason for looking at the automotive components
3
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business is that it is populated by a high proportion of small to medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs). Increasingly, SMEs are finding themselves operating in global markets, and whether or
not such firms can gain competitive advantages
internationally is an important question in an
Irish context.
This paper is organised as follows: the following
section reviews the principal insights provided by
the resource-based view of the firm. The methodology used to test some key propositions in the
automotive components industry is then documented. This is followed by a discussion of the
findings of the research and in a concluding section the key results are considered and the major
implications outlined.

The Resource-Based (RBV) View of
the Firm
Perhaps one of the most perennial questions to
occupy the minds of practitioners and academics
is what are the determinants of superior performance in a competitive marketplace. Our thinking on this fundamental issue has evolved over
time. In the early 1980s, the influential work of
Porter (1980) focused attention on the industry
conditions in which firms operate. He proposed
that some industries were inherently more profitable than others and that superior performance
at the level of the firm resulted from either the
selection of industries which were structurally
attractive or the successful manipulation of the
forces which drive competition in an industry.
However, in the latter part of the 1980s, a growing body of empirical work began to cast some
doubt on the view that the industry is the key
variable. For example, a study by Hansen and
Wernerfelt (1989) found that organisational factors explained about twice as much of the variance in firm profit rates as industry factors.
Attention to organisational factors, it seemed, was
necessary to explain why profitable firms could be
found in unprofitable industries and vice versa.
These empirical findings, combined with some
conceptual work emerging mainly from industrial
economics, have merged to form the core of what
has become known as the resource-based view of
the firm, an expression originally coined by
Wernerfelt (1984). In the following paragraphs
the principal insights provided by the resourcebased view are reviewed.

4
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Clarifying the Key Concepts
The basic logic of the resource-based view is a relatively simple one. It starts with the assumption
that the desired outcome of managerial effort
within the firm is a sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) and that this advantage can be gained
if the firm possesses and deploys certain key
resources in its product-markets. Achieving a SCA
enables the firm to attain above-average returns.
The pursuit of competitive advantage is an idea
which is at the heart of much of the strategy literature (Coyne, 1986; Day and Wensley, 1988;
Porter, 1985) yet it is poorly understood and clear
definitions of the concept are rare. The issue is
complicated by the fact that competitive advantage is often used interchangeably with terms like
'distinctive competence' (Day and Wensley, 1988)
which tends to suggest that it is something that a
firm has (i.e. a unique resource) rather than something which is gained in a competitive marketplace. Clarification of the concept requires an
examination of its constituent elements. Advantage is a relative concept, only meaningful in comparison to another entity or set of entities (Hu,
1995). A competitive advantage is what one firm
gains over another or a group of firms in a given
market or industry (Kay, 1993) but relates specifically to advantages in which customers place some
level of value (Coyne, 1986). From the perspective
of the resource-based view, firms gain a competitive advantage by possessing and deploying resources which create value for customers (Williams,
1992). Gaining a competitive advantage through
the provision of value to customers can be
expected to lead to superior performance measured in terms of market-based indicators such as
market share and customer satisfaction as well as
financial indicators such as return on investment
and shareholder wealth creation (Bharadwaj et al.,
1993) (see Figure 1).
This logic then raises the question of why some
advantages are sustainable while others last for a
very short period of time. For example, innovations in the financial services industry tend to be
subject to rapid imitation by competitors (Bhide,
1986). Sustainability does not refer to particular
time periods but rather to the capacity of the
advantage to resist erosion by competitors
(Barney, 1991). From the perspective of the
resource-based view, advantages resist erosion and
are sustainable if the resources underlying those
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Figure 1

A Resource-Based Model of Global Competitive Advantage
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advantages are difficult to duplicate. Again, the
issue of the duplicatability of resources has been
complicated by the existence of a variety of classification schema such as capability gaps (Coyne,
1986), ex-post limits to competition (Peteraf,
1993), isolating mechanisms (Rumelt, 1987) and
others. In short, barriers to resource duplication
can be said to exist if the resource is inimitable,
immobile and non-substitutable.
Resources may be inimitable and non-substitutable where there is causal ambiguity or uncertainty regarding which factors are responsible for
the advantage (Reed and DeFillippi, 1990) or
where the advantage is protected through the
legal system of property rights (Hall, 1992).
Ambiguity exists where resources are c?ar~c
terised by tacitness, complexity and speclficIty.
Tacitness is a characteristic of skill-based activities
and refers to the difficulty in codifYing patterns
which may be the result of years of practice .a~d
learning by doing. Complexity is a ch~ractef1St~c
of the routines and team-based expenences eVIdent in all organisations which may be so g~eat
that few individuals, if any, have suffiCIent
breadth and depth of knowledge to grasp the
overall performance package, meaning that this
information is immobile even though employees
may be recruited by competitors. Specificity

refers to the transactions within a firm and with
its external constituents which are idiosyncratic
to individual firms. Even where such ambiguity
does not exist and the sources of advantage are
clearly understood, imitation may be prevented
in law as in the case of intellectual property.
Finally, the annual reports and the PR output of
modern firms almost invariably attribute a central
role to company personnel in their success. However, advantages deriving from particular personnel are ~lnerable to efforts by these employees to
appropnate the value created through excessive
wage demands or to efforts by competitors to hire
away key people as has been seen in recent years
in industries like advertising, retailing, investment banking and car assembly. In summary,
advantages are sustainable if the resources underlying such advantages are difficult to duplicate
due to their inimitability, immobility and nonsubstitutability. This provides a framework
within which the critical resources in the firm
can. be examined as shown in the following subsection.
Identifying Key Resources
At any given time, an organisation is likely to have
a range of resources at its disposal. However, to
date, managers have had few frameworks which
have proven useful in helping them to understand

5
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this resource pool. For example, conducting a
SWOT analysis is almost routinely recommended
despite the fact that the major weaknesses in this
approach are well documented (Hill and Westbrook, 1997). Other contributions have urged
managers to leverage their core competencies
(Prahalad and Hamel, 1990), though how to go
about identifying such competencies is rarely well
specified. The resource-based view of the firm provides a framework for prioritising the elements of
the firm's resource pool. Three broad classes of
resources are identified, namely tangible assets,
intangible assets and capabilities. Tangible assets
refer to the fixed or current assets of the organisation and include its plant, equipment, land, stocks,
debtors and bank deposits. Such assets are relatively
easy to measure and their book value is generally
reflected in the balance sheet valuation of companies (Hall, 1989). However, given this measurability and transparency, they are relatively easily duplicated by competitors (Grant, 1991). A variety of
intangible assets have been identified, including
intellectual property such as patents, copyright and
trade secrets as well as the reputation of the company/its brands and also its databases and networks
(Hall, 1992). The presence of these intangible
assets often accounts for the differences between
the balance sheet valuation and stock market valuation of publicly-quoted companies such as consumer goods or pharmaceutical firms. A firm's
intellectual property is difficult to duplicate due to
the regulatory barriers (Hall, 1992) while its other
intangible assets such as reputation and networks
are asset stocks whose inherent complexity and
specificity means that they are difficult to duplicate
in the short run (Dierickx and Cool, 1989).
Capabilities refer to the organisation's set of skills
which can be people-based or based on the interaction between people and other resources (Grant,
1991). Typical examples might include teamwork,
the level of trust between management and workers
and the organisation's culture. As capabilities are
primarily interaction-based, they are characterised
by causal ambiguity making them very difficult to
duplicate. In summary, the resource-based view
implies that the firm's resource pool can be classified into tangible assets, intangible assets and capabilities. Advantages derived from capabilities are
likely to be more sustainable than those derived
from intangible assets which in turn are likely to be
more sustainable than those accruing due to the
deployment of tangible assets.
6
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One of the weaknesses of the resource-based view
of the firm, to date, is that it fails to take account
of the nature of the resource pool in a firm trading
across international borders. Such firms are likely
to have access to resources located in their home
countries as well as in subsidiary operations in all
of the additional countries in which they operate.
In addition, these firms will have access to
resources which are essentially external or countryspecific, such as the quality of labour or government incentives like subsidies and tax breaks.
Therefore, the resource-based view needs to be
extended to take account of these country-specific
resources (CSRs). Again, country-specific resources
can be broadly thought of as comprising two main
types, namely basic CSRs and advanced CSRs.
Basic country-specific resources, such as land and
labour, have been a focus of attention since the
work of early trade theorists (Ricardo, 1817). Such
resources are inherited and are locationally immobile, meaning that availing of them requires some
sort of presence in the country in which they are
held (Dunning, 1977). In addition, some basic
CSRs are not necessarily static but rather are the
outcome of policy initiatives such as variations in
tax levels, government subsidies and exchange
rates. Basic CSRs are relatively transparent and
tangible. Though they are the focus of much
attention at a policy level, it is theoretically relatively easy to duplicate a competitor's stock of
basic CSRs by simply locating in the same low cost
regions or by availing of similar government incentives. Advanced CSRs, on the other hand, are the
product of sustained investment in the long run,
such as the nature of the education system in a
country, the productivity of labour and communications/marketing infrastructure. Like capabilities,
they are characterised by relatively high levels of
causal ambiguity. For example, the success of the
US biotechnology industry has been attributed to
the combination of government support, an
aggressive entrepreneurial culture supported by
favourable capital markets and a high level of
R&D (Shan and Hamilton, 1991). Therefore, it
would be expected that advantages which are
derived from the exploitation of some advanced
CSRs are likely to be more sustainable than those
resulting from basic CSRs. At a more general level,
it would also be expected that advantages resulting
from the three types of firm-specific resources outlined earlier would be more susrainable than those
resulting from country-specific resources.

Resources and Global Competitive Advantage: A Study of the Automotive Components Industry in Ireland

The Role of Managerial Choice/Strategy
Finally, it should be noted that resources, in and
of themselves, do not confer a sustainable competitive advantage. As Kay (I993) puts it, a resource
only becomes a competitive advantage when it is
applied to an industry and brought to a market.
Williams (1992) describes the managerial role as
one of converting resources into something of
value to customers. However, this process is complex and involves a number of stages. First,
resources must be identified, which may not be
easy due to causal ambiguity. Second, they must
be developed and protected. Both of these are
important activities. In particular, resources which
are carefully developed and accumulated over a
period of time tend to be idiosyncratic and therefore a key source of advantage (Dierickx and
Cool, 1989) suggesting that re-investment in the
resource pool is an important activity. Finally, the
resources must be effectively deployed in the marketplace to create value for customers. The likely
success of deployment efforts will be influenced
by the accurate expectations of management, good
fortune or both (Barney, 1986).

Methodology

approach to the research. Dillman (I 978)
proposed an approach to mail and telephone
surveys known as the total design method (TDM)
which combines a theoretical foundation and an
operational scheme to be applied to research projects. The theoretical underpinnings of the
approach are explained in terms of the theory of
social exchange, which means that the actions of
individuals are motivated by the return these
actions are expected to bring. Adopting this view
implies that survey response rates are a function of
(a) mini~i~i~g the prospect's costs of responding,
(b) maxImISIng the rewards for doing so and (c)
establishing trust that those rewards will be delivered. In addition, a comprehensive set of guidelines are provided for survey design, questionnaire
construction and questionnaire implementation
(Dillman, 1978). The appropriateness of the
TDM for research which uses commercial samples
has been established elsewhere (Walker et al.,
1987). This study followed the guidelines of the
TDM in the design of the cover letter, the questionnaire and in both the design of follow-up
material and the process of follow-up itself A total
of 42 responses were received, giving a total
response rate of 74 per cent which was well above
average for commercial mail surveys not offering
anonymity (Hart, 1987). Four of the respondents
did not complete the questionnaire, citing that
they were no longer operating in the automotive
components business, giving a total usable
response of 67 per cent.

One of the weaknesses of the resource-based view,
to date, has been the relative lack of empirical
examination of its fundamental tenets, though
some work in this area is beginning to emerge (see
for example Henderson and Cockburn, 1994;
Maijoor and van Witteloostuijn, 1996). This study
sought to address both this weakness and the previously noted lack of an international focus in Findings
resource-based research by conducting a survey of The questionnaire sought details on a range of
managerial perceptions of relative resource impor- issues including perceptions of resource importance in a global industry, namely automotive tance, strategy, performance and additional classicomponents. The Irish Trade Board's directory of fication data such as age, size, country of origin,
automotive components firms was used as the and international experience. The main findings
sampling frame. It contained details on 57 firms of the study are summarised in the following suboperating in the industry and given this small sections.
number it was decided to take a census of the
industry using a mailed questionnaire. The mail The Global Resource Pool
survey is a low cost method of data collection but The. five majo~ cate~ories of resources, namely
is highly susceptible to poor response rates, giving tangIble assets, IntangIble assets, capabilities, basic
rise to problems of non-response error (Yu and co~try-specific resources, and advanced COUntryCooper, 1983). A vast literature exists suggesting speCIfic resources, were operationalised using a list
ways in which response rates to mail surveys can of sixteen resources considered to be relevant to
be improved (see Jobber (I 986) for a review).
firms in the automotive components industry.
Respondents were asked to rate these resources in
However, given that there is little consensus in terms of the~r importance in gaining an advantage
this literature, it was decided to adopt a systematic over competitors on a four point Likert scale rang7
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Importance of Resources in Terms of Gaining Advantage

Resource

Very
important

Important

Unimportant

Very
unimportant

Total

Mean score*
(rank)

Tangible assets
Plant and equipment
Cash in hand/bank

63
21

37
58

0
21

0
0

100
100

3.62 (6)
3.00 (13)

74
20
26

24
27
24

3
53
34

0
0
16

100
100
100

(3)
3.71
2.67 (15)
2.60 (16)

79
84
76
40
66
38

21
16
16
55
34
51

0
0
8
5
0
11

0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100

3.79 (2)
3.84 (1)
3.68 (4)
3.34 (9)
3.66 (5)
3.27 (10)

21
24

66
61

13
13

0
3

100
100

3.08 (11 )
3.05 (12)

16
45
45

66
47
53

18
8
0

0
0
3

100
100
100

2.97 (14)
3.36 (8)
3.40 (7)

Intangible assets
Firm's reputation
Registered designs
Process/product patents

Capobi!ities
Design/engineering know-how
Quality control systems
Expertise of management people
Ability to work with suppliers
Ability to work with customers
Ability to mobilise multi-functional teoms

Basic CSRs
Government incentives
Access to labour at low cost

Advanced CSRs
Innovative demands of buyers
Cost reduction demands of buyers
Access to an experienced/skilled workforce
• Mean score on a four-point scale.

ing from very unimportant to very important.
The sixteen resources were not grouped in any
systematic way but appeared in random order in
the questionnaire. A 'don't know' category was
also available though rarely used. The responses to
this question are summarised in Table 1. One of
the striking features is the high level of importance attributed to almost all of the resources
listed. In particular, resources such as the firm's
quality control systems, its design/engineering
know-how, its reputation, the expertise of its management personnel and its ability to work with
customers were all considered to be critically
important in terms of gaining an advantage over
competitors. When respondents were asked to
select from the list provided, the most important
and least important resources in terms of gaining
an advantage, design/engineering know-how
emerged as clearly the most important, rated first
by over one third of respondents, while registered
designs were considered the least important (40
per cent of respondents).
These findings appear to confirm a great deal of
what has been written in the literature on the
automotive components industry. A review of this
literature reveals that quality (Oliver et al., 1994;
8

Rommel et al., 1994), design/engineering knowhow (Boston Consulting Group, 1993) and relationships in the supply chain (Dyer and Ouchi,
1993; Turnbull et al., 1992) are all considered to
be of critical importance. The last is seen as a particular strength of Japanese suppliers, where close
working relationships between automotive parts
makers and OEMs are said to have provided the
latter with a $300-$600 per car cost advantage in
the 1980s (Fortune, 1994). The findings of this
study would appear to indicate that firms operating in Ireland are well in tune with the competitive demands in this global business and recognise
the areas where competitive advantage is won and
lost.
Perhaps more important from a general point of
view is the fact that the key propositions of the
resource-based view with regard to the relative
importance of groups of resources are largely supported by the research (see Table 2). Four of the
top five rated resources are capabilities, with an
intangible asset, namely the firm's reputation,
rated third. However, the other intangible assets,
registered designs and patents were considered to
be relatively unimportant while the firm's plant
and equipment (a tangible asset) were considered

Resources and Global Competitive Advantage: A Study of the Automotive Components Industry in Ireland

Table 2

Relative Importance of Resources: Comparison of Means

Resources

Mean

5D

1. Firm-specific intangible assets
more important than
Firm-specific tangible assets

2.8947

.630

2. Firm-specific capabilities
more important than
Firm-specific intangible assets
and
Firm-specific tangible assets
3. Country-specific capabilities
more important than
Country-specific assets
4. Firm-specific resources
more important than
Country-specific resources

Differences
between means

3.3158

4.85

3.5947

2.94

t-value

.4211

3.12

df

5ig.

37

p=O.Ol

2.8947

.630

.7000

6.49

3.3158

.485

.2789

4.27

37

p= 0.001

3.2456

.422

3.0658

.496

.1798

1.98

37

p= 0.05

3.2684

.310

3.1557

.366

.1127

1.88

37

p= 0.05

to be very important, given a mean of 3.62 on the
four-point scale. In general, country-specific
resources were viewed as being of less importance,
with the notable exceptions of advanced countryspecific resources such as access to a skilled/experienced workforce and the cost reduction demands
of buyers. A systematic examination of four key
propositions on relative resource importance using
paired sample t tests on the mean values is provided in Table 2. It shows that three of the four
propositions are supported by the research while
the fourth, namely that intangible assets would be
perceived to be more important than tangible
assets, is not supported.

Managerial Choice/Strategy
The literature on the resource-based view of the
firm has illustrated that management plays a key
moderating role in the process by which resources
are converted into positions of advantage. In a
global environment, a firm's strategic orientation
is generally thought of in terms of the Bartlett and
Ghoshal typology (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989).
Respondents were presented with four state~ents
corresponding to the multinational, global, International and transnational orientations and were
asked to select the one which most appropriately
described their business. Not surprisingly, the
majority (32 per cent) descr!bed .themselves as
global firms, which is appropnate gIven that they
are operating in a global industry (Por.ter, 1986).
Similar proportions (26 per cent) desc!-,Ibed the~
selves as multinationals and transnatJonals, WIth
the remaining 16 per cent classing themselves as
international firms.

The high proportion of transnational firms in the
sample is a particularly interesting finding given
that this complex form is generally associated only
with very large organisations (Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1989) and that previous research (Leong
and Tan, 1993) had found only a small proportion of respondents selecting this option. Aside
from this, the findings indicate that each of the
four orientations can be found in the same industry. It shows that the multinational form is still
popular despite reports of its demise (Levitt,
1983) and that firms adopting an international
orientation can effectively compete in an industry
populated by the more sophisticated strategic
types.

Sustained Superior Performance
A review of recent commentaries on the automotive components industry would tend to suggest
that it is a difficult industry in which to earn high
levels of profit or economic rent. Its fortunes are
very closely tied to those of its customers, the
automobile manufacturers. For example, when car
sales in Europe fell by 16 per cent in 1993, output
fell by over two million units, resulting in a severe
reduction in the demand for parts (Sunday
Business Post, 1994). In addition, parts represent
the highest proportion of the GEM's costs
(Financial Times, 1995) which has resulted in the
ongoing pressure on suppliers to reduce the cost
of parts. For example, in 1995 Ford Motor Co.
demanded a five year price freeze from its suppliers as part of its Ford 2000 strategy (Sunday
Times, 1995). Consequently, an analysis of profitability reveals low levels of return on capital and
9
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return on sales. For example, the top performing
braking systems manufacturer in the UK attained
a return on total assets of 13.3 per cent in
1992/93 (Business Ratio Plus, 1994) while the top
return on sales in 1994 was attained by PPG at
15.2 per cent against an industry average of
approximately seven per cent (Scholfield and
Henry, 1996). These patterns are likely to continue, given that a recent review of the car industry suggests that it is heading for a crisis caused by
worldwide overcapacity (Economist, 1997).
In this study, the performance construct was operationalised using a market-based measure (world
market share) and two profitability measures,
namely return on total assets (ROTA) and return
on total sales (ROS). In order to assess the sustained nature of the advantage, observations were
taken on performance levels for three intervals
over a five year period, that is, in 1990, 1992 and
1994. In general, it would appear that a high proportion of the sample is performing very well relative to the general trends in the industry. Exactly
40 per cent of the Irish sample reported ROTA
levels of above 10 per cent during the five year
period. Performance measured by ROS was somewhat lower, with slightly less than one quarter of
firms consistently attaining returns of better than
10 per cent. Greater disparity was apparent when
performance was measured by market share.
Slightly more than 40 per cent of the respondents
reported having a world market share of less than
one per cent. This is not surprising given the very
small size of many firms operating in this industry. On the other hand, it is apparent that many
have strong positions even when measured in
terms of share of the world market. Slightly more
than 20 per cent of firms reported having world
market shares consistently greater than ten per
cent over the five year period.

Irish-owned and Foreign-owned Firms
Compared
Approximately two thirds of the automotive components firms operating in Ireland are foreignowned, reflecting state-sponsored efforts to build a
cluster of such firms in Ireland along the lines recommended by Porter (1990). This study also
enabled an examination of whether any important
differences existed between Irish-owned and foreign-owned firms. Some fairly predictable differences were apparent. Foreign firms were generally
10
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older and larger. Just over 26 per cent of foreign
firms had been founded before the end of the
Second World War, while none of the Irish sample
existed before that date. Slightly more than one
third of foreign firms employed over 500 people,
while again none of the 15 Irish-owned firms in
the sample employed this number of people. An
important difference existed in terms of strategic
orientation. Predictably, the majority (90 per cent)
of global firms were foreign-owned. In contrast,
the majority of Irish-owned firms reported that a
multinational (46 per cent) or an international
orientation (27 per cent) best described their
approach.
But when the other key issues such as resource
perceptions and performance levels were examined, few important differences emerged. In general, both groups considered capabilities such as
quality systems and design/engineering know-how
to be most important in terms of gaining a competitive advantage. In fact, the only major differences observed were in the cases of the tangible
asset, plant and equipment and also regarding
some of the country-specific resources. Plant and
equipment were considered to be relatively more
important by Irish-owned firms, though the difference was not significant at the p ~ 0.05 level.
However, this does suggest that some of these
firms may be reliant on a resource which is relatively easy for competitors to duplicate. Not surprisingly, foreign firms attribute a higher level of
importance to access to labour at low cost, suggesting that this is the reason why some of them
located here. The recent withdrawals by both
Packard Electric and Semperit for precisely this
reason suggests that it is a resource on which sustainable advantages cannot be built. Irish-owned
firms, in contrast, place a greater emphasis on
access to an experienced/skilled workforce (significant at p ~ 0.05), which is a much more viable
basis on which to attempt to build an advantage.
Finally, the competitive parity of Irish-owned
firms is reflected in their performance levels. No
significant differences were observed between the
two groups in terms of profitability, though a
higher proportion of foreign-owned firms (29 per
cent) attained ROS levels of greater than 10 per
cent compared with just 13 per cent of the Irishowned group. However, foreign-owned firms did
significantly outperform the Irish group in terms
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of world market share. Over 73 per cent of Irishowned firms had world market shares of less
than one per cent compared with only 19 per cent
of foreign-owned firms (significant at p :s; 0.01).

Discussion and Conclusions

pliers based, for example, on the UK mainland.
~ur~ermore, no significant differences in prof-

ItabIltty were observed between Irish-owned firms
and their foreign-owned counterparts, suggesting
that indigenous firms have proved adept at developing the kinds of capabilities associated with
superior performance in this industry.

A number of important issues are raised by this
empirical examination of the resource-based view
of the firm in the context of the Irish automotive
components industry. First, the research provides
support for the fundamental proposition that not
all resources are of equal importance in terms of
gaining an advantage in the marketplace. It
demonstrates that capabilities, due to their high
levels of causal ambiguity, represent the most
potent source of sustainable competitive advantage. Intangible assets such as the firm's reputation
are also critical, though intellectual property is not
perceived to be important in this industry.
Country-specific resources, as predicted, are of
lesser importance. This implies that success in a
global environment requires the development and
deployment of value-creating capabilities. It is also
important to note that the possession of such
capabilities is not directly related to size. Small
specialist firms can compete effectively in the
global marketplace by developing the necessary
quality systems, design and production know-how
or relationships with key customers. Indeed, the
success of many small to medium-sized German
firms on world markets has been attributed to the
development of just such capabilities (Simon,
1992).

Third, the research also demonstrated the existence of each of the major strategic orientations in
this industry. The global and transnational forms
were favoured by foreign-owned firms while
indigenous companies tended to consider themselves as either multinational or international
firms. This is an imp~rtant finding in that it suggests that a range of dIfferent strategic orientations
are possible in the same industry and that orientations are likely to vary due to the background and
heritage ?f the fi~m. In spite of their alleged weaknesses, mternatlonal and multinational firms
appear to be able to compete very effectively with
their more vaunted counterparts. Indeed, when
one examines the most profitable firms in the
industry in terms of strategy, it emerges that one
third are transnational firms while 25 per cent of
both international and multinational firms are
also consistently earning ROTA levels of greater
than ten per cent. International firms perform less
wel~ in terms of world market share, suggesting
agaIn the presence of small, very profitable niche
firms in the sample. Such a strategy would appear
to be highly appropriate for Irish firms in a global
marketplace.

Second, the research suggests that the state has
helped to develop a viable cluster of automotive
components firms in this country despite some of
the inherent disadvantages associated with locating in Ireland. Studies on the industC?' have
emphasised the importance of supply cham relationships and that effective relationships. require
technical collaboration, network cooperation and
multi-directional information flows (Hyun,
1994). These relationships are often facilitat~d ~y
location of components plants in close prOXImIty
to those of the OEMs (Dyer and Ouchi, 1993).
But location in Ireland means that automotive
suppliers are separated from car assembly ~lants
by both land and sea. However, an emphasIs on
capability development has meant that fir!"s
based here have been able to earn returns whIch
are very comparable with those achieved by sup-

Finally, viewed specifically from a marketing perspective, it is clear from the research that the marketing function has a key role to play in the development of the kinds of assets and capabilities
associated with superior performance. At a generic
level, the resource-based view of the firm proposes
that it is only those resources which enable the creation of value for customers that are a source of
competitive advantage. Understanding what customers place value in falls clearly within the realm
of marketing. More specifically, the research
demonstrates the importance attached to two
'marketing' resources, namely relationships with
customers and reputation. Both are difficult to
duplicate due to the complex processes by which
they are accumulated over time and also because of
t~e specificity partic~la.rly a~tached to relationships
WIth customers. ThIS Impltes that in many busi11
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nesses, it is possible that marketing-oriented assets
and capabilities will be a key source of competitive
advantage, suggesting that rumours of the impending death of marketing may be greatly exaggerated.
In conclusion, this study examined resource perceptions and competitive strategies in a highly
competitive, global industry. It found that firms
succeed in this industry by knowing which
resources are important in terms of gaining a competitive advantage. It implies that Irish firms seeking to compete in a global environment need to
be able to identify and develop the kinds of
resources which create value for customers,
enabling the attainment of a competitive advantage. Sustaining such advantages will be a function
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THE IMPACT OF CELEBRITY
ENDORSEMENTS ON CONSUMERS
Sheila

oMahony and limy Meenaghan

Research to date examining the nature of celebrity endorsement has been
limited and at times contradictory. The results of this study of consumers'
views and perceptions about the topic indicated that the consumer has an
overall positive a"itude towards celebrity endorsements. Such
endorsements were perceived to be a~ntion·gaining,likeable and
impactful, though not in general regarded as overly convincing or
believable. The perceived credibility and expertise of the endorser were
found to be the two 'source' characteristics with the greatest influence on
product purchase intentions.
The study confirmed that consumers expect congruence between the
perceived images of the celebrity endorser and the types of products which
they endorse. Celebrities must possess expertise in product categories
consistent with their public profiles and their perceived life styles. The
success of an endorsement depends significantly on this congruence. Further
although consumers might be favourably disposed towards the celebrity
,
endorser, this does not automatically translate into purchase intentions. It is
incumbent on marketing managers to use proper consumer research to
assist the choice of a celebrity, thus mitigating the risks involved in celebrity
endorsement campaigns.

Introduction
Celebrity endorsements are an omnipresent feature
of present day marketing. The modern corporation invests significant amounts of money to align
itself and its products with big-name celebrities in
the belief that they will (a) draw attention to the
endorsed products/services and (b) transfer image
values to these products/services by virtue of their
celebrity profile and engaging attributes. Despite
its popularity as an advertising technique, adver~is
ers and market researchers disagree as to whICh
celebrity source characteristics are most effective in
influencing consumers to purchase endorsed products/services. To examine the celebrity endorsement phenomenon a study was carrie~ out which
sought to research the impact of celebrIty endorsements on consumers. More specifically, the
research was developed
•

to determine consumers' attitudes towards
celebrity endorsements

•

to establish the impact of the perceived images
of the celebrity endorser on product purchase
intentions

•

to substantiate the premise that consumers
expect a congruence between celebrity en-
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dorsers' perceived images and the type of products which they endorse.

The Celebrity as a Modern
Communication Phenomenon
Throughout history key persons have been elevated to celebrity status. However, it is only in the
twentieth century that the celebrity phenomenon
has really permeated our society, media and culture. This can perhaps be attributed to factors
such as the 'secularisation of western society, the
human need for transcendence as well as the internationalisation of sport and popular culture'
(Meenaghan, 1988). Through their public manifestations, celebrities hold certain meanings in the
eyes of the receiving audience. Marketing has
sought to use the varied meanings personified by
celebrities to assist the achievement of specific
communication objectives. Underpinning the
usage of celebrities in a communications context is
the belief that the profile and attributes of the
celebrity both draw attention to the messages they
deliver and, through a rub-off effect, transfer
image values in those messages.
Seeking to intrude into consumers' consciousness
and to deliver particular image-laden messages,
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advertisers find the usage of celebrities in their
communications campaigns to be highly effective.
Such campaigns are used in a marketing communications context to attract customers, to promote
political and social causes and to sell diverse products/services. The usage of a 'celebrity' in an
advertising context is commonly as a celebrity
endorser who can be defined as:
Any individual who enjoys public recognition and
who uses this recognition on behalf of a consumer
good by appearing with it in an advertisement.
(McCracken, 1989, p. 310)

Theoretical Foundations of the
Celebrity Endorsement Phenomenon
Social psychology and mass communications
theory and the application in marketing of the
concepts emerging from these fields provide the
necessary conceptual framework for theorising
about celebrity endorser effects in advertising.
Source effect as a theory is based on the belief that
various characteristics of the perceived source of
the communication have a beneficial effect on
message receptivity (Meenaghan, 1995, p. 330).
The source effect phenomenon strongly suggests
that various characteristics of the source, as perceived by the receiver, will influence the persuasiveness of the source's message.
Research conducted on the source effect phenomenon has identified various source attributes
which have an impact on the effectiveness of the
communication delivered by the source. While
the source attributes are often discussed individually by researchers, two basic models, the source
credibility model (Hovland and Weiss, 1951) and
the source attractiveness model (McGuire, 1985)
discuss the various source attributes collectively.
This paper, while using source credibility and
source attractiveness as broad classifications, will
discuss each of the source attributes individually
while recognising that the various attributes
exhibit considerable overlap.
Source Credibility
Source credibility is the extent to which the recipient perceives the source as having relevant knowledge and/or experience and therefore trusts the
source to give unbiased information. This definition clearly indicates that source credibility
encompasses two distinct components, namely
expertise and trustworthiness, which affect mes16
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sage believability and persuasiveness (Hovland and
Weiss, 1951).
Expertise is defined as the perceived ability of the
source to make valid assertions (Hovland and
Weiss, 1951). Spokespersons are often chosen
because of their knowledge, experience and expertise in a particular product or service area and
research undertaken on this dimension of source
effectiveness indicates that expertise has the greatest impact on respondents' reactions to celebrity
endorsements (Ohanian, 1991).
Trustworthiness is defined as the receiver's belief
that the source is willing to make valid assertions
(Hovland and Weiss, 1951). Generally speaking,
trustworthiness is a supportive attribute underlying source credibility. Without it, other attributes
possessed by the communicator are unlikely to be
effective in producing attitude change. Research
conducted by Atkin and Block (1983) found that
celebrity characters are perceived as being significantly more trustworthy than non-celebrities in
research conducted across all respondent agegroups. However, while trustworthiness is unquestionably an important element of message receptivity, research conducted by Ohanian (1991)
found it is not necessarily an important element in
specifically affecting product purchase intentions.

Source Attractiveness
Society throughout the ages has determined that
particular features of persons are attractive. It is
therefore to be expected that physical attractiveness as a source attribute would affect the receptivity of the message. Indeed, there is considerable
research evidence which attests to the positive
consequences of employing attractive spokespersons based on the principle that receivers make
more favourable evaluations of the advertisement
and the product when attractive models are used
in the advertisement Qoseph, 1982; Kahle and
Homer, 1985; Chaiken, 1979). There is, however,
some contrary evidence (Maddux and Rogers,
1980; Ohanian, 1991) which suggests that physical attractiveness may not be especially significant.
Two discrete elements of source attractiveness are
generally identified by researchers, namely likeability and similarity.
Likeability refers to the presence or absence of feelings that the receiver of a message would have
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towards a source of information. Likeability as a
phenomenon is obviously related to attractiveness,
as attractive people are generally looked upon
more favourably than unattractive ones. A comparative study regarding the likeability of celebrities vs. consumers as spokespersons showed that
celebrities were rated best for the criterion 'likeable
spokesperson' (Frieden, 1984). While much research has indicated that for a source to be effective
as a persuader, he or she must rate highly on the
likeability dimension, there are conflicting opinions on this issue. Research undertaken by Kahle
and Homer (1985) strongly questioned the effectiveness of likeability as a persuasive characteristic
of the source in influencing purchase intentions.
A further source characteristic deemed to be effective is the extent to which the presenter is perceived
to be similar to the target audience. The more in
common the receiver perceives he has with the
source, the greater the persuasiveness of the message delivered by the source. A source that is presented as being similar to the audience in terms of
attitudes, opinions, activities, background, social
status or lifestyle could achieve both liking and
identification (Aaker et al., 1992). Several studies
have shown that customers who perceive a sales
person as similar to themselves are more likely to
be influenced by his or her message (Woodside and
D~venport, 1974; Busch and Willson, 1976).

Source Characteristics and Attitude
Change

0tI:

er h~d, !eads to persuasion through a process
of IdentIficatIOn, whereby the receiver emulates the
attitudes or behaviour of the source because he
aspires to be like that person (Kelman, 1961).
While it could be argued that Kelman's research
lacked comprehensiveness in that it looked only at
the source attributes of credibility, attractiveness
and power, it may however be regarded as one of
the major steps forward in this field.
The emerging research on the source effect bears
testimony to the multi-faceted nature of the
source effect and consequently the celebrity
endorsement phenomenon. Celebrities are multidimensio~al by' t~eir very nature and are perceived
as possessIng distInct characteristics in the eyes of
the ~arget audience, which in turn affects the persuaSIveness of the messages they deliver. While
considerable research has examined individual
source ch:uacteristics of celebrity spokespeople,
few studIes have adopted a comprehensive
approach to researching the celebrity endorsement
phen~menon..To this end a research study was
est~bltshed whICh so~ght to measure the impact of
vanous source attnbutes of celebrity spokespersons on product purchase intentions. More
specifically, it focused on the following issues:
•

What are consumers' attitudes toward celebrity
endorsements?

•

Which source characteristics have the greatest
impact on consumers' intention to purchase
products endorsed by celebrities?

Kelman (1961), in his model which classified three
processes of attitude change, proposed that the • Do consumers expect a congruence between
source attributes of credibility, attractiveness and
celebrity image and product image?
power can, under specific conditions, effect attitude
change. Essentially his model specified three atti- Research Study
tude change processes - internalisation, identifica- To examine the celebrity endorsement phenometion and compliance - where the source attributes non and investigate specified research questions, a
of credibility, attractiveness and power are relevant. structured questionnaire was developed and adminPower as a source variable, while highly relevant in istered to a systematically selected sample of conpersonal communications viz. opinion leadership sume~s (n = .100) in four geographically spread
and personal selling, is less relevant in a mass me~ia DublIn shoppIng centres over a three week period
context and is therefore not discussed further In in July 1996. The questionnaire was composed of
this paper. Kelman proposed that infor~a.tion fro~ fo~r major sections. Section one of the questiona credible source influences beliefs, OpInIOnS, atti- naIre sought respondents' attitudes towards
tudes, and/or behaviour through a process known celebrity endorsements in general. The second secas internalisation, which occurs when the receiver tion of the questionnaire measured respondents'
adopts the opinion of the credible communicator perceptions ?f four celebr!ti.e~ along the following
since he or she believes information from this source attnbutes: credIbIlIty, trustworthiness,
source to be correct. Source attractiveness, on the expertise, attractiveness, personality and likeability.
17
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The celebrities chosen were both nationally and
internationally renowned figures, two of whom had
previously been involved in endorsements and two
of whom had not. These celebrities included Jack
Charlton, ex-manager of the Irish soccer team, who
gained both Irish and international prominence as
a World Cup winner with England in 1966 and as
the highly successful manager of the Republic of
Ireland soccer team; Dolores O'Riordan, lead
singer with Irish pop group, the Cranberries; Sean
Connery, Hollywood actor, of Scottish origin, best
known for his role as James Bond; and finally
Claudia Schiffer, world-famous supermodel
renowned for her beauty. The third section contained scales which measured the respondents'
intentions to purchase four different types of products (sportSwear, jeans, credit cards and jewellery) if
they were endorsed by each individual celebrity.
The final section consisted of open-ended questions which explored which products and services
would be appropriate or inappropriate for each of
the four celebrities to endorse and the reasons given
for their suitability/unsuitability.
In total, 100 consumers including 57 females and
43 males answered the questionnaire. The sample
was broken down into the age categories outlined
in Table 1.

Research Findings
The research findings consist of four main sections: (i) Consumers' attitudes toward celebrity
endorsements as an advertising technique; (ii)
Celebrities' attributes as perceived by the respondents; (iii) Effect of the celebrity endorsers' perceived images on product purchase intentions; (iv)
Analysis of celebrity - product appropriateness/
inappropriateness.

A"itudes Towards Celebrity
Endorsements as an Advertising
Technique
The overall attitude towards celebrity endorsements was a favourable one, eliciting a mean of
3.41 (where 1 = very unfavourable, 5 = very favourable). Respondents were most in agreement
with the statement that celebrity endorsements
were attention-gaining. Celebrity endorsements
were also perceived to be entertaining, likeable,
and impactful. Respondents disagreed with the
statement that celebrity endorsements were convincing and believable, with believability receiving
18

Percentage

1997/98

Age Profiles of Respondents

Table 1

Age

Number 2

18-25

26-35

26

18

36-45
15

46-59

60--69

70+

25

10

6

the lowest score (mean: 2.56). Table 2 details the
scores for the various dimensions examined.

Celebrities' Characteristics
The second finding concerns the respondents' perceptions of the four celebrities on the following
source attributes: trustworthiness, credibility, likeability, physical attractiveness, personality, and
expertise. Personality was measured by formi~~ a
composite value of evaluations of the celebntles
along three attributes: admirability, charisma and
friendliness. The celebrities' perceived attributes
are depicted graphically in Figure 1.
Jack Charlton, while not considered to be attractive, was deemed to be credible, trustworthy and
likeable and regarded as having a good personality.
Dolores O'Riordan, on the other hand, was rated
disappointingly on all five dimensions. Sea~
Connery was perceived to be trustworthy, credible, and attractive and regarded as having an
attractive personality. He was not considered to be
highly likeable, however. Claudia Schiffer fared

Table 2

Perceptions of Celebrity Endorsements

Celebrity endorsements are:
Attention-gaining

Mean

4.12

Entertaining

3.90

Likeable

3.63
3.35
2.88
2.56

Impactful
Convincing
Believable
1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree
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Figure 1

Mean Scores on Trustworthiness, Credibility, Likeability, Physical
Attractiveness and Attractive Personality for Each Celebrity
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poorly on the attributes of trustworthiness, credibility and likeability. However, she was considered
to be very attractive (Figure 1).
Each of the four celebrities was perceived to possess expertise in different product categories. Jack
Charlton was perceived to possess most expertise
with respect to sportswear. Dolores O'Riordan
was perceived to be most knowledgeable about
jeans. However, there was no significant difference
between her expertise on jeans and Claudia
Schiffer's perceived expertise on jeans. Sean
Connery was considered to be the expert with
regard to credit cards and Claudia Schiffer was the
perceived expert on gold jewellery. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 2.
The 'intention to purchase' dimension measured
the extent that the respondents would purchase
each of the four product categories if they were
endorsed by each of the four celebrities. Means
were much lower on this dimension than they

Connery

Schiffer

Likeability

5.0

Charltan

r------,---..-----.

Charltan

Credibility

Trustworthiness

1.0

Schiffer

1.0

r-------r---,------,

Charltan

Q'Riordan

Connery

Schiffer

Personality

were for the expertise dimension, as indicated in
Figure 3.

EHect of the Celebrity Endorsers'
Perceived Images on Product
Purchase Intentions
The third major finding was concerned with the
effect of the c~lebri~ies' perceived images on product purchase Intentions. The six source attributes
we~e correlated with the intention to purchase
vanable for the four celebrities and product categories. The figures given are the correlation coefficients.
Impact of Celebrity's Perceived Credibility on
Intention to Purchase Specific Products
The~e . ~as a hi.gh correlation between perceived
credlblltty and Intention to purchase for Dolores
O'Riordan, Sean Connery and Claudia Schiffer
~i~ ~ach of the four product categories. An
InSIgnIficant correlation existed between Jack
Charlton's perceived credibility and the intention
19
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Expertise of Celebrities with regard to Product Categories

4.5

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0

1.5
1.0
0.5
Jock Charlton

•

Sportswear

1 = Strongly disagree, 5

•

Jeans

Credit cords

Claudia Schiffer

D Gold jewellery

= Strongly agree

to purchase products endorsed by him for three
out of four product categories (Table 3). Credibility is thus an important source attribute affecting product purchase intentions.
Impact of Celebrity's Perceived Trustworthiness
on Intention to Purchase Specific Products
There were only four significant correlations for
each combination of perceived trustworthiness of
the celebrity and intention to purchase a product
category endorsed by that celebrity. The highest
correlation occurred for Jack Charlton's perceived
trustworthiness and intention to purchase credit
cards endorsed by him. Other significant correlations occurred for the following combinations:
Jack Charlton with jeans and credit cards, Dolores
O'Riordan with credit cards, Sean Connery with
credit cards (Table 4). From this it can be concluded that perceived trustworthiness is not an
important source attribute affecting product purchase intentions.
Impact of Celebrity's Perceived Expertise on
Intention to Purchase Specific Products
There was a high correlation between knowledgeability of product category and the 'intention to

20

Sean Connery

Dolores O'Riordan

purchase' variable. The correlation was posltlve
and was significant for each combination of
celebrity and product category apart from Sean
Connery and credit cards and sportswear, Claudia
Schiffer and credit cards and Dolores O'Riordan
and sportswear (Table 5). In effect this illustrates
that expertise as a source attribute is an important
determinant of intention to purchase.

Table 3

Product category

Correlation: Credibility with Intention
to Purchase

Jack
Char/ton

D%res
O'Riordan

Sean
Connery

C/audia
Schiffer

Sportswear

.0920

.1792

.7288"

.2455"

Jeans

.1940

.2556"

.7644"

.3197"

Credit cards

.3919"

.3731"

.4437"

.2312"

Gold jewellery

.1338

.2964"

.2944"

.3471"

• p$ 0.05
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Intention to Purchase Products Endorsed by Each Celebrity

Figure 3
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Impact of Celebrity's Attractiveness on
Intention to Purchase Specific Products
A significant correlation between attractiveness
and intention to purchase did not exist for any of
the combinations of product category and
celebrity. In some cases attractiveness correlated
negatively with product purchase intentions (Table
6). These results indicate that attractiveness is not

Table 4

Correlation: Trustworthiness with Intention

to Purchase

Jack
Char/ton

D%res
Q'Riordan

Credit cards

.0788
.2455"
.4234"

Gold jewellery

.0886

.2276
.1301
.2925"
.1776

Product category

Sportswear
Jeans

.

p~0.05

Sean
Cannery

C/audia
Schiffer

.0543
.1836
.3281"
.1223

.1991
.1658
.1620
.1092

effective in influencing intention

to

purchase.

Impact of Celebrity's Likeability on Intention
to Purchase Specific Products
An overall insignificant correlation was observed
between likeability of the celebrity and intention
to pur~has.e a. product endorsed by the celebrity.
Only SiX signIficant correlations out of a possible
sixteen were observed (Table 7). In effect the
results sh~w that lik~ability is not a significant
source attnbute affectmg purchase intentions.
Impact of Celebrity's Personality on Intention
to Purchase Specific Products
As illustrated in Table 8, a significant correlation
between personality and intention to purchase
existed onl~ for Claudia Schiffer with three produ~t c~tegones..These results indicate that personality is not an important determinant of intention
to purchase.

Celebrity-Product Congruence
The answers

pertaining to celebrity-product
~pprop~iateness/~nappropriateness revealed many

mterestmg findmgs. The hypothesis that consumers expect a congruence between celebrities'
21
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Table 5

Jack Charlton
Respondents considered Jack Charlton to be a
suitable endorser for products related to his career
in sports, e.g. sports equipment, television sports
programmes and sports camps. Other products
which were suitable for Jack Charlton to endorse
were products associated with fishing such as fishing rods, fishing holidays and fish products. The
reasons given for Jack Charlton's suitability in this
product area related to his perceived expertise as a
fisherman, as it is widely known that he fishes as a
hobby. Respondents also considered Jack Charlton
to be a suitable promoter of Ireland and Irish
products, due to his ambassadorial role for the
country as manager of the Irish soccer team.

Sportswear
Jeans
Credit cards
Gold jewellery

1997/98

Jack
Char/ton

D%res ~
Q'Riordan

.7260"
.3022"
.3706"
.3475"

.0884
.2601"
.3434"
.3918"

Sean
Connery

C/audia
Schiffer

.0145
.3912"
.1160
.3714"

.3217"
.3618"
.1935
.3114"

• p $ 0.05

Table 6

Correlation: Attractiveness with Intention
to Purchase

Product category

Jack
Char/ton
-.1717
.0804
.0996
.0920

Sportswear
Jeans
Credit cards
Gold jewellery

D%res
Q'Riordan
.1285
.1371
.0546
.1227

Connery

C/audia
Schiffer

.0057
.1731
.0816
.0223

.0096
.0633
-.0420
.1539

Sean

• P $ 0.05

Table 7

Correlation: Likeability with Intention
to Purchase

Product category
Jack Charlton was deemed to be an unsuitable
endorser for any attractiveness-related products
such as cosmetics, hair products and men's fashions, except for tweed caps, which have become
his trademark. The respondents felt that Jack
Charlton possessed no expertise in these areas and
was not a credible source.

Number 2

Correlation: Expertise with Intention
to Purchase

Product category

image and the product categories they endorse
was supported. Product categories deemed to be
appropriate to be endorsed by the four celebrities
were those which were related to their perceived
images in the media. Product categories deemed
inappropriate to be endorsed by these celebrities
were those which were incompatible with their
perceived images. This section will now examine
the product categories most frequently mentioned
as suitable for each celebrity to endorse.

Volume 10

Sportswear
Jeans
Credit cards
Gold jewellery

Jack
Char/ton
.0709
.2993"
.2852"
.2120"

D%res
Q'Riordan

Sean
Connery

.2666"
.1949
.0228
-.0038

-.0079
-.0169
-.0286
.1958

C/audia
Schiffer
.1648
.2184"
.0934
.2076"

• p$0.05

Dolores O'Riordan
Oolores O'Riordan was considered to be a suitable
endorser for products related to her career as a singer. Respondents indicated that they would consider
her to be a credible endorser of COs, music venues,
musical instruments and pop concerts. The reasons
cited for her suitability in these areas included 'possesses expertise in matters relating to music' and
'knows what she is talking about'. She was also perceived to possess knowledge in product areas connected with social issues (charities, environment)
and Ireland, as she was considered to be 'a good
spokesperson and role model' and she also was
deemed to be very patriotic.
There were mixed views regarding Oolores
0'Riordan's appropriateness for fashion items
22

Table 8

Correlation: Personality with Intention
to Purchase

Product category

Jack
Char/ton

D%res
Q'Riordan

Sean
Connery

C/audia
Schiffer

Sportswear
Jeans
Credit cards
Gold jewellery

-.0288
.1545
.1513
-.0101

-.0099
.0201
-.1655
-.0826

-.0280
.0247
.1536
.0419

.18922
.3643"
.2158"
.3365"

• p $ 0.05
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such as cosmetics or clothes. Some respondents
felt that she was a suitable endorser for fashion
related products while others felt she was an inappropriate endorser, as she was perceived to have
'no taste in fashion'.

her perceived suitability as an endorser of appearance related products such as swimwear, glamour
products and sunglasses. She was considered to be
a credible source in this area due to her career and
was perceived as an expert in her field.

Respondents thought Dolores O'Riordan would
not be a credible endorser of household type
products or products of a mundane nature such as
groceries or detergents. Dolores O'Riordan was
considered to be too music career-oriented to be
concerned with these products, and therefore
wouldn't possess any expertise in this area.
Additionally a large number of consumers felt she
would be inappropriate to endorse financial type
products as she seemed 'too young' and 'too
flighty' to be a trustworthy source.

Respondents felt that unglamorous products/services, for example domestic related products or
discount stores, were incongruent products/services for her to endorse, and cited her thriving
career and her glamorous image as reasons for her
unsuitability and lack of credibility as an endorser
of these product categories. Other products which
she was not ~uitable for were financial type prod~cts and servICes suc~ as loans, insurance and penSIOns, as she was conSIdered to have limited knowledge in this area and not perceived as being
sufficiently well informed to converse about these
products.

Sean Connery
Sean Connery was perceived to be a very suitable
endorser for appearance related products such as Conclusions
aftershave and men's fashions, as he was consid- The research results revealed that consumers hold
ered to be 'suave, well-groomed and handsome'. favourable attitudes towards celebrity endorseRespondents also felt he would be appropriate to
ments. Respondents perceived celebrity endorseendorse products related to his career as an actor men~s to be attention-gaining, entertaining, likeable
and to his most memorable role as James Bond. and Impactful. However, they were not considered
The Austin Martin car and the alcoholic drink to be particularly convincing or believable.
Martini were considered suitable products to be
endorsed by him, due to their product placement Trus~orthiness, like~bility, attractiveness and perin the James Bond films. Moreover he was seen as sonalIty of the celebnty endorser did not have an
an appropriate endorser for Scottish tourism, overall significant impact on intention to purchase
being of Scottish nationality. Reasons cited for his products and services endorsed by the celebrity.
appropriateness to these product categories ran~ed !""Iowever, these .source c~aracteristics may play an
from being a credible endorser to possessmg Important role m attracting attention to both the
knowledge pertaining to these product areas.
endors~ment and the bran~~ fulfilling a requirement m successful advertlsmg. Once attention
Respondents felt that he was an unsuitable had been gained, other source characteristics
endorser for products which were related to ~ould come into ~lay and have a more persuasive
youth, ranging from baby diapers to motor bikes.
Impact on the audIence. The source characteristics
In addition to this, products of a mundane or with the greatest impact on consumers' intention
rural nature were dismissed as they were consid- to purchase were those of credibility and expertise.
ered to be incongruent with his image. These Thes: concur wi.th Ohanian's (1991) study where
products included agricultural type products, gar- perceIved e~pertlse ?f. the celebrity was a signifidening equipment and generic food products.
cant factor m explammg the respondents' intenReasons given for this ranged from 'not suited to
tions to purchase. This concurs with the literature
his image' to 'he doesn't seem the type to use these which stress:s the importance of source credibility
products'.
as a persuasIve force (Hovland and Weiss, 195 I;
Sternthal et al., 1978; Kahle and Homer, 1985).
Claudia Schiffec
Claudia Schiffer's career as a model led to her It was confirmed t~at consumers expect congruity
being linked in the respondents' perceptions. to
between the celebnty endorsers' perceived images
products such as fashion, perfume and cosmetics.
and ~.e types of products they endorse.
Her beauty and excellent figure were reasons for Celebntles were considered to possess expertise in
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product categories which were consistent with
their media images and the life styles they were
perceived to lead. Advertisers must be cognisant of
the image portrayed by celebrities in their personal and public lives as this affects the way in
which consumers perceive celebrities.
A favourable perception of the celebrity endorser
does not necessarily extend to intention to buy the
endorsed product. The celebrity chosen must be
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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS BRAND
ATTRIBUTES IN A CHANGING
PURCHASING ENVIRONMENT
KE. Thompson, SD. Knox and H G. Mitchell
Changing working practices, globalisation and new technology have
combined to alter the way in which industrial buying is conducted, and
suppliers are faced with an increasing need to eHiciently diHerentiate and
communicate their oHering in the marketplace. Business to business
branding is an under-used but potentially powerful means of contributing to
this. This paper reports a study undertaken to facilitate the building of eHective business to business brands by establishing what attributes such a
brand should proiect.
Depth interviews were conducted with senior buyers and thirteen brand
attributes were identified through diHerent stages of the buying process
These ranged from tangible product related attributes, through problem·
solving, to intangible 'relationship' attributes at the decision stage.
However, they do not appear to progress in a linear fashion, but are multilayered and interleaved at each stage. Suppliers should build brands which
reflect not only the fitness for purpose of products and services, but also an
organisational reputation that is known for consistently delivering against
expectations. The diHerentiating factor which surrounds the business brand
in high value purchases seems to be the ability of the managerial team to
oHer partnership capabilities both pre- and post-sale.

Introduction
The process of purchasing is changing and
demands upon organisational buyers are increasing. Information needs have grown in response to
rising environmental uncertainty, and more
people now participate in buying decisions
(Spekman and Stern, 1979). Furthermore, markets are becoming increasingly international (Hutt
and Speh, 1989), so buyers need more experience
and professionalism in order to succeed in this
sophisticated global environment (Schering,
1989). Assessment of the product/service offer has
become more complex, while computer technology has improved the ability of the buyer to make
such assessments across a wider spectrum of
attributes. Meanwhile, a new emphasis on quality,
widespread adoption of 'just-in-time' strategies
and the growing importance of 'problem solving'
activities in creating customer value (Maklan and
Knox, 1997) have shifted the emphasis of buyers'
requirements from the functional product/service
offer towards a working relationship with the
seller (Hun and Speh, 1989). This has led to a significant reduction in the number of suppliers used
by each company (EI-Ansary, 1986), making it
more important for suppliers to differentiate
themselves in the marketplace. Indeed, Brown et

al. (1989) argue that success in industrial markets
can only be achieved by offering a unique perceived value differential.
Although consumer marketers have found brand
strategy to be indispensable to this differentiation
process, many business to business marketers are
not so comfortable with branding. Yet, as de
Ch~rnatony an~ McDonald (1992) point out,
buslOess to buslOess marketers who think that
brands have no role to play are ignoring a powerful
tool. The more pro-active firms promote the company as a bran? ~rough corporate identity pro~rammes, an~ It IS not uncommon in organisational marketln,g ,for buyers to talk about suppliers
as brands. IBM s Nobody ever got fired for buying
an IB.M'. is testimony to the role of branding in
o:ganlsa~JOnal markets. In this study we do not
differentiate between product/service brands and
the company as brand.

Branding
According to the
Interbrand (1990):

definition

provided

by

a b~and is a simple thing, it is in effect a trademark,
Whl~h, throug~ careful management, skilful promotIOn and Wide use, comes in the mind of con-

© Mercury Publications
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sumers to embrace a particular and appealing set of
values and attributes, both tangible and intangible.
... it is also much more than merely a label.
Branding activities are an economic process that
drives not only competitive market structures
(Egan et al., 1991) but profitability, promotion
and customer recognition as well. According to
Mazur and Hogg (1993), branding is important
because it is at the very centre of marketing, since
marketing should be concerned not only with
meeting customer needs but also with developing
and sustaining relationships with customers and
fulfilling their expectations.
The benefits of branding have been widely documented (e.g. Doyle, 1989; King, 1984; de Chernatony and McDonald, 1992). Brands have traditionally been seen as the means of establishing a
desired product image (Egan et al., 1991). Brands
identify products (Blackett, 1988) and can attract
price premiums (Hallberg, 1995) whilst reassuring
consumers (Park et al., 1986). They can also
increase profitability by adding values that attract
loyal consumers (de Chernatony and McDonald,
1992). The power of brands is underlined by the
fact that most established consumer brands have
been in existence for over 50 years, although the
survival rate of industrial brands is relatively low
(Davidson, 1987).
Corporate financiers are increasingly interested in
brand valuation. For example, the asset value of
Rowntree was £1 billion when it was bought by
Nestle Foods in 1988 for £2.5 billion in order to
obtain household brand names like Kit Kat, Polo
Mints and After Eight (Mazur and Hogg, 1993).
Ambler (1995) underlines the importance of
brands as assets that are built and sustained by
marketers to ensure both customer satisfaction
and supplier profit. He defines a brand as:
... a bundle of functional, economic and psychological benefits for the end user, it is the aggregation of all accumulated attributes in the mind of
the consumer, distribution channels and influence
agents ... weighted by their importance, which will
enhance future profits and cash flow.
Ambler acknowledges that this perception of
brand equity was first recognised in industrial
markets, where the small number of potential customers made it crucial for suppliers to initiate and
sustain relationships.
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Does Branding Work in Business to Business
Markets?
Branding in business to business markets is often
felt to be inappropriate because the industrial
buying process is said to be more rational than
emotive. However, Wolter et al. (1989) argued
against this assumption and called for more
research into the emotive element in organisational buying behaviour, which they say is largely
ignored in the literature. Although there is little
empirical evidence to support the view of the
wholly rational organisational buyer, its influence
is a possible explanation for conclusions which are
apparently perverse; for example, Collins (1977)
argued that brand names are more important
when competitive products are very similar in
quality and value - yet concluded that industrial
products (which are often homogeneous, and
often commodities) were at the low end of a continuum of products in need of branding. Saunders
and Watt (1979) also disputed the value of a business branding strategy on the grounds that branding was confusing, and anyway added little value
to undifferentiated industrial products. However,
their work was based on attempts by industrial
producers to brand at the consumer level as part
of a 'pull' strategy.

Conversely, Brown et al. (1989) observed that
brands could provide a source of competitive
advantage for industrial suppliers by communicating their strengths in quality, performance, price,
delivery, reliability and geographic spread. Anecdotal evidence supports this, a number of business
to business branding programmes having been
very successful:

• Sinclair and Seward (1988) reported that US
plywood producers were able to achieve
stronger recognition and premium prices
through the use of branding.
• Andersen Consulting has been able to establish
a persona distinct from that of its parent
(which is well known in the auditing sector)
and establish an authoritative presence in the
business systems consultancy sector.
•

The Intel brand has enabled that company to
create consumer preference for its components
and build stronger relationships with computer
manufacturers in a higWy competitive commodity market (Maklan, 1996).
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What Attributes Should Business to Business
Brands Project?
We are inclined to the views of de Chernatony
and McDonald (1992) and Egan et al. (1991)
who have no doubt about the value of brands in
business to business markets. But what should
those brands communicate to the market?
Lehmann and O'Shaughnessy (1974) argue, for
the less tangible service, reputation and delzvery
attributes because industrial decisions are much
more likely to be made on the basis of these
rather than on product-related attributes. Shav: et
al. (1989) took this a stage f~rther, c?~cludmg
that big-ticket industrial buymg decIsIOns are
largely met through psychological factors, and
intangibles rather than product-related attnbutes
_ after base performance criteria have be~n ~et.
Clearly the range of possible influences. IS wIde,
ranging from the rational (such as techmcal co.mpetence and price), throu~h the problem, solvm.g
(like delivery and responsIveness) to the mtangIble (personal trust and cultural fit).

Which should be chosen for business to business
brand communication?

Aim
In response to the above, the study reported here
was undertaken to explore the attributes which
comprise Ambler's (1995) definition of a brand
asa
. ,. bundle of functional, economic and psychological benefits ,.. the aggregation of all accumulated
attributes

and Interbrand's (1990)
... particular and appealing set ~f v~ues and ~ttrib
utes, both tangible and intangible In the mInd of
the buyer.

Our aim was to establish which brand attributes
are important in the business to business, m.arketing context, in order to facilitate the buddmg of
effective industrial brands.
Me~od
.
.,
of the complexity.
of'
busmess to
In recognltlon
business purchase behaviour, our mtentIon was. to
elicit brand attributes at each stage of the buy~ng
's meant that the purchases studIed
process. ThI
al'
had to be new and of substantial v ue, as mmor

purchases and straightforward or slightly modified
repeat purchases frequently do not include all
stages of the procurement process (Robinson et
al., 1967). Therefore, our criteria for selecting
respondents included:
• managers in senior buying positions
•

involved in a business to business purchase of
over £100,000

•

during the past 6 months.

We approached alumni of the Cranfield MBA
who directed us to colleagues in senior buying
positions within companies that were likely to
meet our criteria. A brief description of the
research aims, the required purchase value and the
need to examine a recent purchase was sent by
post to potential respondents to ensure that each
fully understood our reasons for the interview.
This was followed up by short telephone interviews to determine whether buyers met our criteria, that they were willing to be interviewed for
about two hours and to establish a purchase
process model which all respondents could relate
to. Interviews were then arranged with eight
senior buyers selected from an original list of 26.
Respondents were chosen from a variety of industry sectors in order to obtain data that were not
sector specific. The purchases involved were:
•

major services (2)

•

large volume components (2)

•

bulk volume utility (1)

•

systems IT equipment (1)

• high value industrial goods (2).
The fieldwork was conducted over a three month
period in the form of semi-structured depth interviews, during which supplier selection attributes
were discussed for each of the five stages of the
purchasing process established earlier:
•

technical specification

•

awareness set

•

consideration set
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Brand Attributes at Each Stage of the Buying Process

Technical
Specification

Awareness Consideration
Set
Set

Choice
Set.

Product/service quality
Technical capability
Reputation for reliability
Pre-/ post-sales support & responsiveness
Company size
Innovativeness
Financial standing
Image
Price level perception
Management skills
Organisational cultural fit
Personal compatibility & trust
Professionalism/leadership

•

choice set

•

selection and ratification.

The interviews ranged from a mInImUm of one
and three quarter hours to three and a quarter
hours. All were tape recorded with the respondent's agreement.
We found that the buying groups were formal,
process driven teams, drawn from a variety of
departments and enjoying considerable status
within the organisation. In the majority of cases,
these groups operated in a climate of trust in their
professionalism and the rigour of their procurement processes, and their decisions were very
rarely overruled.

Findings
The taped interviews were first transcribed onto
ordinary word processing files. The transcripts
were then studied and all clauses pertaining to
brands and potential brand attributes were isolated. These clauses were then used to identify categories representing brand attributes at each stage
of the buying process. A summary of the brand
attributes for each of the five stages of the purchasing process is shown in Figure 1.
Technical Specification
As might be expected at this stage, all of the
respondents underlined the importance of general
'fitness for purpose' requirements like technical
capability and quality; generally defined as adher-
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ence to specification, durability and reliability of
the product/service (Figure 1). However, even at
the specification stage engineers were indicating
requirements for 'softer' attributes such as a reputation for delivery reliability, and 'responsiveness'.
The role of branding was overtly recognized by
our respondents:
There is an element of branding that comes into it
- as much as engineers can have preferences for
brands - that preference is not so much driven by
performance criteria but more by the after-sales
support and pre-sales support they are looking for.
These findings lead us to challenge the view that
the industrial buying process is too rational for
emotional attributes to have any significant bearing on the outcome. Even at the technical specification stage (arguably the most rational part of the
purchasing process), our findings lend support to
the view that the emotive side of industrial buying
has been insufficiently acknowledged.
Awareness Set
We found that evocation of the awareness set was
mainly driven by reputation - for financial standing, innovativeness and size (Figure 1). Many
industrial marketers srill find 'image' a difficult
concept, believing it to be relevant only to consumer markets, despite Levitt's (1965) insights into
the subject. Thus, this particular insight from our
interviews with industrial buyers was unexpected.

A company reputation that inspires confidence is
critical at this stage. According to Mazur and

Business to Business Brand Attributes in a Changing Purchasing Environment

Hogg (1993), potential suppliers might achieve
this by building a strong brand, because this
engenders trust and encourages loyal and committed customers.

Consideration Set
This stage is marked by a consolidation of the
attributes that were dominant during the awareness stage. Although perceptions of suppliers'
price levels had started to become a factor, It was
clear that price was by no means the sole - or even
the most important - criterion. In fact, one of the
main purposes of the purchasing process was to
avoid over-dependence on price - as succinctly
explained by one of the respondents,
We set a hurdle over which companies have to pass
to be shorclisted; we try to satisfY ourselves that we
have met our minimum criteria which help us to
stop buying into price and commodiry.
Branding has two important roles here. Firstly,
strong brands can command premium ptices.
Secondly, successful brands can negate price-led
negotiations by communicating the value. of other
attributes surrounding the product/servIce offer.
One respondent acknowledged that he regularly
bought a specific business brand because,
It is well known and well respected. An engineer
. would not give himself a problem if he used their
products.

Choice Set
More intangible attributes came into foc~s du~ing
this stage, such as managerial ~r?~eSslOnallsm,
leadership, trust, personal compatIbIlIty, and cultural fit between organisations.
At this stage in the process potential suppliers
wete invariably required to complete formal
tender documents and make presentations to the
buying team. It is perhaps inevitable that once
corporate and personal contacts are established
attributes concerning relationships and fit start to
play an increasingly important rol~. ~ost ~espon
dents envisaged an evolving aSSOCIatIOn wIth the
chosen supply organisation.

Selection and Ratification
It appears that Herzberg's (1.966) .dic~otomy
between hygiene factors and satIsfiers IS alIve and

well. We found that potential suppliers were
required to possess the required functional and
technical attributes for them even to be considered at the early stages, while those which lasted to
the final stages of the purchasing process were the
strong performers in problem solving and in managing the more intangible attributes like cultural
fit, personal compatibility and trust. In one
instance, a supplier was chosen specifically for its
perceived strengths in cultural fit despite a £1 million premium for its services.
Con~rary . t? our expectations, the purchasing

teams declSlon was (almost always) final, and ratification of their choice of supplier at senior management or board levels was confidently regarded
as an administrative detail.

Conclusions
This study was undertaken in order to explore the
attribures that business to business brands need to
project at different stages of the industrial procurement process if they are to influence the outcome positively. We conclude that industrial
buyers are influenced by the definition of business
brands which, in Ambler's (1995) words, constitute:
... a bundle of functional, economic and psychological benefits for the end user ... the aggregation
of all accumulated attributes ...
Thirteen key attributes associated with business
brands were identified. We observed that technical
attributes primarily function as gatekeepers, which
are progr~ssively s~persed.ed by problem-solving
and relauonal attrIbutes In subsequent decision
stages.
We found that although different brand attributes
are emphasised at each stage, many are reiterated
in later stages so that they remain interleaved and
multi-layered. Some of the findings echo Levitt's
(1965) work in which he noted the need for
potential suppliers to possess attributes such as
size and 'closeness'. However, during the intervening thirty years the less tangible, problem-solving
attributes surrounding the product have become
much more important, requiring the customized
response espoused by Egan et al. (1991). The
need for a more customised approach was encapsulated by one of our respondents:
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Business Brand Attributes: Fitness for Purpose

Technical capability

Product/service
quality

Innovativeness

What we tend to find is that companies are out of
synchronisation between what they are selling and
what the customer actually wants, and that is where
potential conflict comes in. They try and sell you
bulk chemicals and what you want is service, systems and programmes.

Significantly, he prefaced this with:
We have observed that the brand component
related to the product is crucial.

Managerial Implications
The problem of communicating one consistent
company image to several members of a buying
group, noted by de Chernatony and McDonald
(1992), is not made any easier by our identification of thirteen brand attributes. It is tempting to
propose a reduction in the complexity of the

Figure 3

brand message by using branding to communicate
only those attributes that are influential up the
point when personal contact is made, after which
interpersonal communication might take over.
However, in practice the buying process does not
follow such a linear path and we believe that the
required attributes are interleaved rather than
neatly sequential. For instance, the requirement
for 'pre- and post-sales support and responsiveness' at the specification stage appears to be a
marker for the intangible attributes which will
ultimately be required.
The thirteen attributes start with parity criteria
that can be satisfied by a large number of potential suppliers capable of meeting the technical and
service criteria, which determine the suppliers' fitness for purpose (Figure 2).

Business Brand Attributes: Organisational Reputation

Financial standing

Price

30

Company size

Image

Reputation for
delivering
promises
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Figure 4

Business Brand Attributes: Partnership

Pre-/ post-sales
responsiveness

Cultural fit

/

Management
skills

Professionalism/
leadership

The next set of requirements are diffirentiators
which screen out all but those suppliers who have
a solid reputation in the key areas (Figure 3).
But even these requirements have become essential but insufficient prerequisites to success. The
key differentiating criteria between suppliers from
now on has become: who will make the best partner over time? Figure 4 represents this third layer
of the inter-related and holistic approach to creating customer value from a business brand management perspective.
Though exploratory in nature, our study suggests
that buyers have moved beyond querying the
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BANKS AND THEIR SMALL BUSINESS
CLIENTS: SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR
RELATIONSHIP MARKETING
Marie Carpenter
The concept of relationship marketing oHers worthwhile possibilities to
improve bank-small business relations. This study of 83 small
manufacturing firms sought small business clients' perceptions of and
satisfaction with their current banking services. Three categories of
relationship were identified - 'meaningful', 'mainstream' and 'unfulfilling' _
and a number of interesting factors accounted for diHerences in attitude and
behaviour between parties across the types. Where the small firm was
performing well, for example, the bank tended to be more proactive in the
relationship and the small business partner more satisfied than was the
case with a poorly performing firm.
Inevitable discontent due to factors outside the direct control of the bank or
indeed the small firm, suggest that the obiective or expected outcome of'the
relationship be reconsidered to useful eHect. The consequences of managing
diHerent types of relationship require that banks pay more attention to
customer segmentation and targeting, and consider mechanisms for
negotiating internally with both front-line and back-oHice staH and
externally with trade associations and government agencies on behalf of
the diHerent groups of customers.

involved but also policy makers, who are anxious
Introduction
The small business banking market would appear to provide the banking environment most conto correspond to the growing number of markets ducive to a prosperous, indigenous industrial base
where the concept of relationship marketing offers constituted primarily by small firms (Kinsella:
interesting possibilities for superior market perfor1991). Added to these factors is the continual
mance. Not only could the successful application public criticism of the banks' treatment of their
of such marketing reduce the risk of bank-switch- small. firm customer from various public and priing by these customers in an increasingly competi- vate Interesrs (SFA, 1989). Despite the introductive market, but such small business customers are
tion by UK banks of charters in relation to their
consistent consumers of the banks' profitable dealings wi~ s~all business customers, it appears
that there IS still room for improvement in the
credit services and of more and more of their feebased services (Prince, 1990). It has also been small business-bank relationship (Gammie, 1995).
argued that building longer-term relationships
with firms allows banks to gather and analyse In both the commercial and corporate sectors
information and thus reduce asymmetric informa- financial institutions have sought to improve ser~
tion problems for bank decision-making on price vice quality in ~esponse to customer and competiand non-price issues (Berger and Udell, 1995).
tor pressure, ';lth on~ study finding that 91 per
cent of finanCial servIce companies surveyed had
From a marketing management perspective, small adopted one or more quality initiatives (Knights
business customers have shown themselves to be and McCabe, 1997). Turnbull and Moustakatos
quite unimpressed with image- or tangibles-based (I996) concluded, from a survey of investment
marketing campaigns (Smith, 1989) and to be rel- banks and large corporate customers, that peratively resistant to segmentation efforts based on ceived service quality is dependent on the nature
traditional profile-based criteria (Roach, 1989; and de~th of the banker-customer relationship.
For thelt study of UK small businesses and th ru
.
Schauerman, 1990).
b~ ki ng reIa~ionships, Ennew and Binks (I 996)
In addition, the relationship between small firr.n s review the literature on Customer participation
and their banks concerns not only the parties and suggest that, while there appears to be an
© Mercury Publications
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Comparison of Means of Companies Who Had Employed More
People in the Past Twelve Months versus Those Who Had Not
~ t value

Mean of companies
with more employment

Mean of
other companies

I am satisfied with the banking service I receive

3.47

2.93

2.19·

I have a constructive relationship with my bank

3.58

3.11

1.99·

I have a close relationship with my bank

3.74

3.11

2.50·

My bank manager does a good job

3.82

3.15

2.82··

I am happy with the cost of banking at my bank

2.03

1.49

2.74··

Statement

• p< .05,"

p< .01

aSSOCiatIOn between customer partIcipation, service quality and relationship satisfaction, the
issues of causality and interdependence remain
unclear.
The emergence of a relationship perspective on
this sector would thus appear promising for marketing practitioners and scholars alike. The
research presented here is an exploration of the
extent to which the existing interaction with
small business clients can be better understood
from a relationship perspective. The research is
based on a survey of small business customers,
whose judgment is sought in terms of the outcome of the relationship with their bank and
their perceptions of the level of quality of the service they receive. Following a description of three
proposed rypes of relationships in this market,
consequences for the banks' future relationshipbuilding are discussed in the broader context of
relationship marketing.

Research
The banking market in the Republic of Ireland
conforms increasingly to the classic scenario facing
more and more service companies wherein the
dual forces of technology and deregulation are
constantly increasing the pace and altering the
nature of competitive activities (McGowan,
1990). In an environment of new entrants from
other financial and non-financial spheres, of
changing delivery channels, price restructuring,
rapidly emerging new services and service packages, all players in the market have had to assess
their most viable market positions. The small firm
sector of the banking market, which accounts for
an estimated 40-50 per cent of the lending business of the two major banking institutions in the
market, is of primary strategic interest (Hannaway, 1987).
34

One hundred and twenty manufacturing companies with fewer than 50 employees were contacted
by telephone to request their participation in the
completion of a questionnaire concerning their
banking activities and their perception of and satisfaction with the banking services and supplier
they currently use. Of the 118 who agreed to participate, 83 companies returned the completed
questionnaire. Their characteristics in terms of
manufacturing activity, age, number of employees
and main bank was representative of the sample
chosen.
The questionnaire presented 22 items adapted
from the SERVQUAL scale, which proposed to
measure the dimensions of service quality
(Parasuraman et al., 1991). A qualitative phase of
interviews with a representative sample of six
branch bank managers was used to adapt the scale
to the research context and the resulting scale's
reliability coefficient (a = 0.8547) is comparable
to that of the original study and of other replications (Carman, 1990). In addition, a nine-item
scale was proposed to measure different elements
of satisfaction with the service (a = 0.9048). This
scale was used as an overall evaluative scale to represent satisfaction with the banking service.

The Results
Satisfaction Levels
Overall, analysis of the small firms' evaluative
statements concerning their bank and their
reported switching behaviour and switching intentions appears to support the belief that the banksmall firm relationship in the Irish market is
worthy of further investigation. Only one in two
respondents agreed with the statement that they
had either a close or constructive working relationship with their bank, and only 19 per cent
believe that their bank has the interests of their
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Table 2

Pearson Correlation Coefficients of Factors with Evaluative Statements

Scale/Statement

Total: evaluation scale

I would like to move my
business to another bank

Factor 7
Reliability

Factor 2
Tangibles

Factor 3
Manager

Factor 4
H-Office

Factor 5
Guarantee

Total
Perception

.7747*"

.2596"

.5982""

.4895""

not sig

.8038""

not sig

.4013""

not sig

not sig

.3569""

.3473""

• p< .01," p< .001

firm at heart. Only 13 per cent of respondents
believe that the banking service they receive represents value for money. Twenty per cent of respondents responded that they would like to move
their business to another bank, with a further 37
per cent already having done so, half of them in
the past three years.

of tasks as expected, as well as the element of
trust. The tangible factor relates to both the aesthetic and the convenience nature of the bank's
outlets. The ~ank manager factor relates specifically to those Items concerning the behaviour and
attitudes of the manager as well as the bank's
involvement in the community. The head office
factor appears to bring together items related to
To understand what might be the underlying head office decisions or policy which affect the
causes of this discord, the results were further operation of the branch. The final factor consists
examined to investigate stated characteristics of of .one sta~ement regarding personal guarantees
the respondents as well as their perceptions in whIch was Included as a statement unique to this
relation to the banking service they received. An situation. The first four factors were found to be
initial result which proved of interest was the positively correlated with the separate evaluation
comparison of certain evaluation statements scale, which was proposed to measure overall satisbetween the 38 firms which stated that they had faction with the bank service. Of particular interincreased their number of employees in the past est were the first two factors of 'reliability' and
twelve months and the 45 which had not. For five 'bank manager', which were correlated with a
evaluation statements, it appears that those firms statement concerning moving intention.
which had employed more people in the previous
year are more satisfied with the service that they In Search of Relationship Types
receive from their bank.
To investigate further potential groupings of firms
which view their current relationship with their
The fact that the levels of satisfaction with the banks the same way, a cluster analysis was perb~king service appear to differ could be the out- formed on the first four dimensions using Ward's
come of a number of factors. It could be that method (Mathews and Watt, 1986; Punj and
banks treat small business customers who are rela- Stew~t, 1983). Three clusters emerged which
tively successful (i.e. increasing employme~t) in .a contaIned 70 of the 83 sample companies. The
different manner to those who are not. To Investi- clusters represent three levels of agreement with
gate this possibility, both groups of firms' underly- the percepti~n statem~nts. Cluster 1, consisting of
ing perceptions of the service they receive were 20 companIes, conSIstently scored their bank
examined and, while interesting factors emerged highest on all four factors. In contrast, the 20
for the group as a whole, the two groups did not companies in Cluster 3 consistently scored their
display any significant differences in terms of their banks lower, while the 30 companies in Cluster 2
perception scores.
represent the average perception of bank service
by the small firms in the sample. On consideraService Quality Perceptions
tion of the corresponding evaluation statements
The results of the small firms' perceptions of the the~e thr~e gro.ups were described respectively as
service they receive from their bank were factor havI?g a ~;anIng~ r~lationship', an 'unfulfilling
analysed to investigate potential u~derlying deter- relatiOnShIp or a maInstream relationship' with
minants of service quality perceptions. Four fac- their bank.
tors emerged with eigenvalu~s great~r than one
(Appendix 1). In light of theIr c?nstI~ue~t ~t~t~ Thos~ small. firms .in a :me~ingful relationship'
ments these four items were entitled relIabIlIty, descnbe theIr relationshIp WIth their bank man'tangibles', 'bank manager' and 'he~d office'. The ager as ~onstructive: say their bank manager does
reliability factor relates to the banks performance a good Job, say theIr bank has a good image, are
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Mean Perception Scores of Clusters

MEAN SCORE

Factor

Sample
(n = 83)

1. Reliability
2. Tangibles
3. Bank manager
4. Head office

Cluster 1
(n = 20)

Cluster 2
(n = 30)

14.0759

17.1000

14.7667

9.9000

9.9494

11.2500

10.1222

8.7500

14.1852

19.2500

13.5333

10.0000

7.8701

9.7000

7.8000

6.1000

happy with the range of services, see their bank
as having their interests at heart and do not want
to move their business to another bank. The
small businesses in the 'mainstream relationship'
category represent the average perception and
evaluation for the overall sample. Of the 22 perception statements, ten reveal average levels of
agreement below three. However, the evaluation
scores of these firms are consistently above three
apart from the two statements concerning value
and the cost of banking. Small firms in an 'unfulfilling relationship' consistently rate their bank
lower than average and score their bank below
three along both the perception and evaluation
items and are more likely to want to move their
bank.
Each group was further investigated to try to

Table 4

Cluster 3
(n = 20)

understand to what extent expressed satisfaction
and dissatisfaction could be explained by the
behaviour and attitudes of the service provider
and/or by the predisposition or current performance of the small business customer. Those
companies in 'meaningful relationships' exhibit a
number of interesting differences from the average
company profile. Generally, they could be
described as growing companies, in terms of both
turnover and employees. They operate in growth
markets and are more likely to be included in
state-run business development programmes. The
managers of these companies have often been
employed from outside the company and they
describe themselves as having a high level of
understanding of the financial aspects of the business. They also tend to make more use of outside
advice and state-sponsored agencies.

Characteristics of Cluster 1 Companies in 'Meaningful Relationships'

Characteristic

Position of Cluster 1 firms relative to overall sample

Description of market

Above average 'growing', below average 'mature' or 'in decline'.

Age and size

More companies <20 employees, fewer >20 employees.
More companies <20 years, fewer >20 years.

Employees and turnover

More likely to have increased employees and turnover.
More likely to plan to increase employee numbers.

State agencies used

More likely to have used state suppart agencies.

Background of manager

Less likely to be founder of company, more likely to be employed from
outside.

Financial understanding

More likely to describe as 'excellent'.

Use of expert financial advice

More likely to use external financial advisers.

On business development programme

More likely to be chosen by IDA· for business development programme.

• Industrial Development Authority: stole-run body with responsibility for Irish industrial development.
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Table 5

Characteristics of Cluster 3 Companies in 'Unfulfilling Relationships'

Characteristic

Position of Cluster 3 firms relative to overall sample

Description of market

Less likely than average to be in 'mature' market, more likely than
average to be in a 'declining' market.

Most significant constraint on expansion

More likely to see finance as major constraint, less likely to mention
external concerns.

Afford cost of working capital

Less likely to agree, more likely to disagree.

Visit from competing bank

Less likely to have been approached.

Background of manager

More likely to

Understanding of financial aspects

Less likely to rate as excellent.

Advice of outside experts

Own judgement alone used less than average.

Those firms in 'unfulfilling relationships' differ
from the average small firm in that they are more
likely to describe their markets as declining. Their
managers tend to be founders or co-founders, who
describe their understanding of the financial
aspects of the business as less than excellent and
who are likely to see finance as the major constraint on expansion.
One statement where something approaching
objective evidence of the behaviour of banks may
be obtained is the statement 'my bank manager
visits me in my premises'. The mean score for the
20 companies in an 'unfulfilling relationship' was
1.75 while that of the other 63 companies was
3.02 (t = -3.83, P < .001), indicating that the representative of the banking partner does indeed
seem to behave differently depending on the business partner's performance.
It would thus appear that explanatory factors for
differing levels of satisfaction with the relationship
may be traced back to both partners in the relationship. A determining factor in the small business' level of satisfaction with their bank may be
the performance of the small business itself and,
alternatively or concurrently, the service provider
may alter the service in response to the relative
decline in the potential of the small firm as a
banking customer.

Discussion
The proposed conclusions of the research conducted into the banking relationship of 83 small
manufacturing companies in the ~epu?lic of
Ireland higWight three areas of con~ldera~lOn for
banks in their development of relationshIp marketing. The measure of what constitutes a successful outcome needs to be considered, as do the
underlying constituent dimensions of this success.

be founders or co-founders.

~ith this i~ mind, the segmentation and targetIng of particular firms may become an issue
which cannot be easily resolved in light of some of
the research findings. Finally, banks must decide
t? what extent relationship management objectives can reasonably be translated into suitable
competencies, behaviours and attitudes for both
front-line and back-office staff.
A Successful Outcome?
Firstly, what is to be the measure of success of relationship marketing in the context of an on-going
long-term relationship and what are the causes of
this .succ~ss? For. the small firms studied, their perceptions In relation to the reliability of their bank
and the behaviour, attitudes and expertise of their
b:m k ~anager ap~ear to be the most prominent
dimensl?~s of thel! ove~all perception of quality
:md e,:lublt correlation w~th their expressed moving
Intentions. These two dImensions could be compared respectively to the 'technical' or Outcome and
'functional' or process elements proposed in the
service quality literature (GrOntoos, 1990). Howe~er, ho~ these small firms view their relationship
WIth theIr bank also appears to be linked to some
extent to the performance of the firm itself

It would thus appear that, although banks can
attempt to maximise positive perceptions in terms
of their reliability and the performance of their
branch managers, the overall satisfaction of their
s~all fi.rm customers with their banking relationshIp WIll also be dependent on outside factors.
The firms studied which were classified as having
a 'meaningful relationship' would appear to be
more successful in running their own businesses at
the point in which the study was carried out.
Co~v~rsely, .those in 'unfulfilling relationships'
~xhlb.lt cert~In. characteristics of firms experiencIng dIfficulties In their own field.
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Thus, organisations in long-term relationships
with significant on-going contact with the customers may need to consider the role of the customer in causing their own dissatisfaction, as has
been investigated in the airline industry (Bitner et
al., 1994) and review what steps might be taken to
manage 'customer misbehaviour'. Specifically in
relation to small business and banking, it has been
suggested that frequency of contact and satisfaction with the banking relationship are strongly
linked (Gammie, 1995). This concept of customer participation has been examined with the
proposal that there exist participative and nonparticipative firms or 'good and bad firms' and
that this level of participation influences service
quality (Ennew and Binks, 1996).
There thus appears to be evidence to argue in
favour of a specific concept of outcome satisfaction, which is separate to the satisfaction with the
process of a long-term relationship. This idea has
been proposed to accommodate that part of customer satisfaction which may be outside the control of the two partners in a long-term relationship and which nevertheless affects the outcome
in terms of client satisfaction (Szmigin, 1993).
Examples are the lawyer who performs well but
still loses the client's case or the advertising agency
that devises a wonderful campaign which does not
achieve company objectives. This element of
client satisfaction has potential consequences for
the objectives and role of relationship marketing
for banks, which must decide on those actions to
maintain or improve the satisfaction of small firms
with their relationship, while accepting perhaps
that a certain dissatisfaction may arise due to certain outside factors, some of which are the responsibility of the customer. The research findings
thus reinforce the call for a clearer understanding
of the links between relationship satisfaction, service quality, customer participation and other outside elements.

Segmentation and Targeting
The potential links among these elements have
implications for bank marketing management as,
in terms of customer segmentation and targeting,
banks may want to choose groups of small business customers with whom relationships should be
developed. The banks would no doubt gain from
a clearer insight into the extent to which the more
successful relationships emerged from the positive
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interaction with the organisation and its staff. It
would appear worth while to consider, with their
staff, ways in which 'mainstream relationships' can
be turned into 'meaningful relationships' to
reduce switching tendencies and to consider how
to identifY, in advance, characteristics such as
those proposed which would allow for front-end
targeting of those companies susceptible to entering into a long-term fulfilling relationship. Similarly, analysis using tools such as critical incident
technique (Bitner et al., 1994) could highlight
points at which the relationship with certain firms
began to lack 'fulfilment' and to what extent the
actions of the bank may have been responsible.

It has been noted that a bank's credibility benefits
from helping a customer through a crisis, as the
bank is thus making explicit the value to it of the
relationship with the customer (Turnbull and
Gibbs, 1987). The banks may therefore decide to
make a strategic commitment to turn around
those 'unfulfilling relationships'. This may be for
reasons of image related to 'civic responsibility',
due to the specific function of banks in the economy, or because of the bank's belief that the relationship with the company is profitable in the
long term.
It would appear necessary to examine further the
internal measures of customer profitability which
are being developed within the banking system
(De Languesaing, 1992; Reichfeld and Sasser,
1990). To justifY strategic choices of groups to
target and, perhaps, operational decisions which
are not profitable in the short term, the marketing departments concerned will need concrete
evidence of the benefits to be expected. In addition to such internal financial measures, the
'value' of the relationship must be considered
from the point of view of the customer's potential
satisfaction over time, and research efforts in this
area are to be welcomed (Ravald and Gronroos,
1996).
It has none the less been pointed out that bankers
are clearly expected to minimise risk before
moving on to the business of maximising return
(Zineldin, 1995). Comparative research of small
firm funding in Baden-Wurttemberg in Germany
and the West Midlands in the UK has highlighted
the importance of networking between financial
institutions and external support agencIes
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(Deakens and Philpott, 1995). It was concluded
that German institutions benefited from the existence of networking in order to generate a more
extensive information set for risk assessment and
reduce adverse selection.
It is at this point in the discussion that another
potential actor in the relationship can be considered. The state involvement in supporting growth
of indigenous industry is no longer a subject of
debate. The relationship literature has pointed out
the existence of the government and nonprofit
organizations as potential partners (Morgan and
Hunt, 1994), and Gummesson (1995) has clearly
insisted on the importance of regulations and
institutions in what he terms 'marketing equilibrium'. The research in question would appear to
provide an example of the need for the commercial actors to co-operate with the state and small
firm groups in order to help develop and support
those relationships where small firms are no longer
in a satisfactory position with relation to an
important economic partner. The role of .these
partners could be both conciliatory and adVISOry,
with a significant input and effort being supplied
by the banking institutions with a view to turning
around those relationships which have become
'unfulfilling'.

Mobilising Resources for Relationship
Muh~g

.

It is, however, far from certain that the banks WIll
prove any more successful than policy-makers and
state agencies at pursuing a policy of 'pickin~ winners' (Kinsella and Mulvenna, 1992), without
which they are inevitably going to find themselves
in relationships with firms which will potentially
become dissatisfied due to factors outside the control of the bank.
If it is accepted that banks will be invo~ved in ongoing relationships with small firms w~Ich .mar be
dissatisfied with the relationship, the ImpltcatlOns
of their existence on bank staff morale and organisational procedures must be consid.ered.. I~ the
small businesses in 'unfulfilling relatiOnShIps are
to be reconquered, it would appear that the at~i
tudes and behaviour of the branch manager WIll
undoubtedly have an important role to play. In
preliminary qualitative interviews a num.ber of
branch managers voiced concern ov~r th~lf level
of autonomy in supporting firms m dIfficulty.

Aware of the public criticism of their banks' role,
they feel bound by controls from head office
where lending decisions are often taken which
may be detrimental to their customers' business.
There is an impression of the existence of 'role
conflict' (Shamir, 1980) in terms of the role
expected of them in the bank-small business relationship ~nd ~t could be presumed that the presence of dIssatisfied small businesses customers is
contributing to this.
Interestingly, from the study conducted, a dimensio? of service perception emerged which was
belteved to concern the behaviour of head-office.
In th.e banking context, an important managerial
role IS filled by the credit department which is
responsible for decisions regarding risk assessment
and ~anagem:nt. If building a relationship with
certam firms mvolves commitment even under
less than ideal circumstances, the results of this
internal functional department may suffer. The
extent to which this can be absorbed by the organisation in question will be dependent on the
acceptance of the relationship-building argument
not just by marketing a.nd Customer-contact personnel but by the entire organisation. Internal
relational exchanges are increasingly seen to be
bro.ader than that of 'internal marketing' targeted
mamly at customer-contact employees. Withinfirm relational exchanges involving business units
as well as functional departments have been
included to make up what have been termed
'internal partnerships' (Morgan and Hunt, 1994).
The banking .environment which has traditionally

alloca~ed an Important role to its credit depart-

ment.Is an exam~le ~f an organisation which may
expenence conflIct. m attempting to develop a
~ore. customer-ser:vmg role. The existing confuSIOn IS apparent with one major Irish bank claiming ~hat its ~ecis~on to centralise its enterprise
banking function mto one unit allows it to bring
together 'knowledge and networking skills', while
its closest competitor is proud to claim that it is
'more decentralised than any other bank with a
higher degree of discretion at local level'
(Fitzgerald, 1995).
A consequence ?f understanding more clearly the
comple~ .dynamIC of relationships is the necessity
to m?bIltse the appropria~e res?urces to manage
the different types of relatiOnShIps which emerge.
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It has been noted that external resources such as
trade associations may be mobilised to encourage
certain types of appropriate behaviour among customer groups and that internal resources such as
the credit department may, in fact, constitute barriers to change in this respect. Similar issues are
discussed in the network marketing literature
where the network model is used to position
organisational effectiveness relative to the network,
rather than accepting a clearcut distinction
between internal activities and external market
conditions (Hakansson and Snehota, 1989). Such
an approach may prove fruitful in gaining a deeper
understanding of the task faced by organisations
such as banks in managing small firm relationships.
Relationship marketing objectives may require a
change in the mind-set and behaviours not just of
front-line, customer-contact staff such as bank
managers but of other functional departments,
such as the credit department. Such internal considerations, coupled with the potential importance
of the customers' behaviour and changing character in determining the relationship outcome as
well as the impact of outside actors, echo the link
which has been proposed between 'the frameworks of relationship marketing, imaginary organizations and complete marketing equilibrium'
(Gummesson, 1996).

Conclusion
Thus, from an initial search for meaningful relationships between banks and their small business
clients, a more complex picture of what constitutes
relationship marketing in this context has
emerged. An examination of the existing relationships between banks and their small business
clients proved to be an interesting starting point
from which to deal with the question of the objectives of relationship marketing and the measurement of its success. Both technical and process elements appear to make a significant contribution to
quality perceptions. The bank manager and service
reliability were the two dimensions of service quality which were most significant to the firms surveyed and were linked to stated moving intention.
Beyond quality perceptions, however, there was
evidence in the research that the performance of
the firms themselves influenced their perceptions
and their overall evaluation of the relationship they
had with their bank. Those firms described as
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being in 'meaningful' relationships on the basis of
their higher perception scores conform more readily to the image of the successful small business,
while those in 'unfulfilling' relationships with their
banks appear to be performing less well.
The implications of these findings are that successful relationship outcomes may not depend
solely on what has traditionally been prioritised in
quality management and customer service initiatives. Indeed, those firms in 'unfulfilling' relationships can be rather scathing in their condemnation of their bank's positive advertising messages,
highlighting such improvements. It would appear
difficult for a bank, which is not a specialist niche
player, to avoid finding itself in such relationships.
In committing to relationship marketing with
regard to small firms, banks must thus consider
how to measure not just profitability in the long
term and on-going measures of quality perception
but also overall satisfaction with the relationship.
Actively seeking out those relationships which are
less than ideal may facilitate more hands-on management of these cases and, perhaps more importantly, can also provide insight into the dynamics
of the bank's relationship portfolio.
The consequences of managing different types of
relationships require that banks consider mechanisms for negotiating internally with both frontline and back-office staff and externally with trade
associations and government agencies on behalf of
the different groups of customers. It has been
noted that 'the validity of relationship banking as
a strategy depends critically on how effectively it is
implemented' (Turnbull and Gibbs, 1987). The
research conducted has highlighted some of these
important implementation issues. Profitability
measures and relationship satisfaction measures
require careful consideration so that, on the one
hand, the subsequent benefits are understood and
communicated internally and, on the other hand,
so that realistic goals are set for customer satisfaction with the relationship.
Relationship marketing in the context of banking
to small business still requires further research if
its promise is to be successfully realised. The
aforementioned profitability measures have a
potentially important input into strategic segmentation decisions, but need to be further developed
and linked to measures of relationship satisfaction.
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As has been noted by Gummesson (1995), the
role of institutions and government in 'making
markets efficient' has yet to be incorporated into
relationship marketing. In addition, the barriers
which may exist internally to the successful implementation need to be identified so that reasonable
relationship marketing objectives do not falter at
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Factor Analysis of Perceptions of Bank Services

DESCRIPTION

LOADING

Factor 1: Reliability

1.
9.

When my bank promises to do something by a certoin time, they do it
I receive prompt service from my bank
I trust my bank manager
My bank tells me exactly when services will be performed

.84942
.82878
.75107
.70695

7.

My bank is located convenien~y
My bank is physically attractive
There is adequate parking at my bank

.80467
.71271
.44304

Factor 3: Bank manager
14.
12
15.
16.
13.

My bank manager can predict the working capital requirements of my business
My bank manager visits me in my premises
My bank manager understands my business
My bank manager understands the industry in which I operate
The bank I deal with is involved in the community

.82610
.69573
.69491
.59666
.48948

I find my bank's opening hours convenient
My bank manager has authority to make decisions which affect my business
My bank manager and staff get adequate support from head office.

.70701
.65050
.46513

2.
8.
Factor 2: Tangibles
6.

5.

Factor 4: Head office

11.
10.

3.

Factor 5: Personal guarantees
18.
My bank has demanded personal guarantees as collateral for lending
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EXCHANGE RATE EFFECTS AND
COMPETITIVE PERFORMANCE:
A COMPARISON OF UK AND IRISH
FIRMS EXPORTING INTO THE EU
]ennifer M Taggart andlames H Taggart
Exchange rate stability is generally perceived as key to the businessman's
ability to compete internationally. This article explores the relationship
between business perception of future stability in exchange rate and the
relative EU export competitive performance of Irish and UK firms. Four
measures suggested by the Buckley et al. (1988) 3-P model of international
competitiveness are used; these are export market share, export
dependency, export growth and profitability. The results are reported of a
postal questionnaire sent to companies in Ireland (where the government is
committed to the EU's Exchange Rate Mechanism and the proposed single EU
currency) and the United Kingdom (where the government has no specific
exchange rate policy). A series of post-test interviews contributes qualitative
depth to the postal survey.
Overall, the results indicate a significant positive linkage between business
perception of currency stability and export dependency. In addition, weak
support is shown for linkage of currency stability and profitability, whilst
export market share is linked to currency stability in the long term.
Membership of the EU single currency will be beneficial to EU export activity.
and this paper lends support to the Irish government in its commitment to '
this policy; continuing indecision by the UK government is hindering development of its industrial base.

Introduction
A body of opinion exists that perceives exchange
rate stability as inextricably linked to the businessman's ability to compete internationally. This view
is commonly cited in support of membership of
the proposed single EU currency, yet there is a singular lack of empirical evidence regarding this
aspect of the debate. In the UK, much of the current argument in favour of joining the single currency reflects the late 1980s debate on membership
of the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM), and an
analogy may be drawn between these two .situations. During the late 1980s, the ConfederatIon of
British Industry (CBI, 1990) estimated that
removal of excess volatility of sterling against other
major European currencies would provide a significant boost to UK exports; over five years, manufacturing exports to the EU would increase by 4.3 per
cent (£4.0 bn) and hedging costs of £155m could
be avoided, providing a further boost to e~ports.
Although the CBI study was cond~cted In the
expectation that the UK would remaIn a member
of the currency arrangement, a subsequen~ review
of business opinion (NIER, 1993), covenng key

issues ~at ~ose as a direct result of the country's
dramatIc eXIt ~rom the ERM in September 1992,
reflects these VIewS. Among other things, the NIER
study concludes that:
•

stability of the real exchange rate remains an
important concern

•

a time lag exists in exporters' reaction to
changes in exchange rate

•

foreign countries will respond to a devaluation
by competitive devaluation

•

industrialists called for a 'closer alliance'
between i~dustry and government to promote
common Interests.

In contrast, successive Irish governments have
since the inception. ~f the European Monetar;
System (EMS), exhIbIted commitment to membership of the ERM that forms the central component o~ EMS, and favour joining the EU single
currency 10 1999. Although the Irish pound was
forced to devalue in January 1993, in the wake of

@ Mercury Publicarions
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sterling's post-September 1992 depreciation, the
Irish authorities and business community remain
united in their belief in the benefits of a stable
currency; these benefits are summarised by NESC
(1993):
•

to secure the external value of the currency

•

to provide a stable environment within which
the internationally trading sectors can operate
most confidently.

NESC points out that where consistency (of
policy) is present, conditions are created where
business can perceive certainty in future exchange
rate conditions and, as a result, can achieve sustainable growth through competitive international
performance.
So, from the perspective of business in Ireland and
in the UK, it would seem that exchange rate stability is a fundamental aspect of sustained international competitiveness; thus, Ireland has competitive advantage in export trade with the EU as the
result of its currency arrangements and should
report the better performance. The purpose of this
paper, then, is to present a comparative study of a
range of measures of EU export performance of
firms in Ireland and the UK over the time period
1989-93 (during which time the UK was out, in
and again out of the ERM, causing maximum disruption to UKlEU trade). The evidence from the
research provides a snapshot of Irish and UK firmlevel competitive activity at three points in time
and may be used to inform one aspect of the current debate on the economics of the single EU
currency. 'EU' includes bilateral export trade
between the UK and Ireland.
The paper begins by addressing the issue of how
to assess the two relatively loose concepts of
exchange rate stability and competitiveness; the
available academic literature on the relationship
between the two is then reviewed. Next, the
methodology is presented. Finally, the implications of the research findings are identified.
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exchange rate. Nevertheless, where firm-level
response is the focus of enquiry, the appropriate
measure of exchange rate stability is generally
accepted as being the nominal rate; this is believed
to be representative of future uncertainty (Akhtar
and Hilton, 1984; Pen~e and Steinherr, 1989).
The literature suggests that exporters' expectations
concerning future uncertainty of the nominal rate
will cause the level of trade to be reduced (Warner
and Kreinin, 1983; Coes, 1989). These authors
do not suggest that business activity is unaffected
by economic variables, such as employment, interest and inflation rates that are represented by the
real exchange rate. They do imply that the element of risk, introduced by expectations of nominal exchange rate instability, does alter firms'
behaviour. However, deviation of the absolute
value of the nominal exchange rate provides a
proxy only; the historical situation is assessed, not
future expectations. Pen~e and Steinherr (1989)
suggest a broader perspective, containing both
subjective and objective elements as necessary for
a more complete understanding; our use of interview data reflects this view. Thus, in this paper,
Knight and Mathieson'sl (1979:96) approach to
measurement is followed; Ireland's and the UK's
different exchange rate policy positions towards
the EU from 1989 to 1993 (during which time
the UK was out, in, and again out of the ERM,
while Ireland's membership was constant) are put
forward as proxies of stable and unstable exchange
rate conditions respectively. For Ireland, we
assume that firms operate with a perception of
future stability in exchange rate conditions; for
the UK, we assume that firms operate with a perception of exchange rate uncertainty.
The second concept, competitiveness, also presents difficulty of definition and measurement.
Four aspects of 'performance' competitiveness suggested by Buckley et al. (1988) in their 3-P model
provide the focus of this study. In a comprehensive review of known measures of competitiveness,
these authors begin by emphasising three fundamental points: first, competitiveness is a relative
concept; second, it is a dynamic concept and thus
no single measure explains all the component

Competitiveness and the Exchange
Rate
The first problem to face the researcher here is
that there is no consensus in the literature on how
to assess either competitiveness or stability of the
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Knight and Mathieson(l976, p. 96) make use of a
dummy variable where the authorities are operating a
fIXed or pegged exchange rate regime and zero otherwise.
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parts; third, competitiveness includes both aspects
of efficiency (reaching goals at the least possible
cost) and effectiveness (having the right goals), a
point also emphasised by Francis (1989). These
authors believe that competitiveness and efficiency
are complementary concepts, and that much confusion over measurement and definition arises
from their use as substitutes. Buckley et al. classifY
measures of competitiveness in to three groups:
potential, described by inputs or efficiency measures; performance, described by outputs or effectiveness measures; and process measures that evaluate the means by which potential may be
transformed into performance. This model provides a suitable framework for this paper to
explore the effect of business perception of stability (or otherwise) of the (nominal) exchange rate
on a range of competitive measures. Four measures of competitive 'performance' appropriate to
study at the level of the firm are selected. These
are: export market share, export dependency,
export growth and profitability. The available evidence (including macro and micro studies, survey
and business comment) on the relationship
between each of these aspects of competitiveness
and the exchange rate is now reviewed.

Previous Work in the Field
Export Market Share and the Exchange Rate
Increased export market share is dependent on
long term investment; this will be greatly encouraged where costs and benefits can be quantified
through the certain knowledge of future currency
levels (Stout, 1977). Where currency rates with
respect to trading partners are stable, this will aid
investment and would result in 'significant
enhancement in the continuity of export sales and
long term market share' (Currie and Williamson,
1990). This facet has been illustrated by exporters
that operate with stable national currencies and
have been more successful in capturing market
share. Further work by Williamson (1990) confirms that lower market share is systematically
associated with higher levels of currency instability.
However, Brech and Stout (1980 and Buckleyet
al. (1988) stress that measures of absolute market
share do not take into account the multi-product
firm, in which case different products may experience different market share; nor does the measure
deal effectively with those firms operating with
niche products that may have, a small market sha,re
in volume terms but have a hIgh rate of profitabII-

ity. Also, firms that are not dominant players in
the market may have difficulty in assessing accurately their absolute percentage market share.
Thus, respondents were asked to estimate change
in their export market share (by value) over the
time period of the study (see note to Table 2).
Export Dependency and the Exchange Rate
Evi~ence from the lit~rature strongly suggests that
the mfluen~e of nommal exchange rate instability
has a negative effect on the level of export activity.
For example, Nur~ke (1944) argues that floating
exchange rates dIscourage international trade
Expectations of uncertainty in the nominai
exchange rate will lead to a decline in their dependency on export trade (Either, 1973; Warner and
Kreinin, 1983; Akhtar and Hilton, 1984; Kenen
~d Rodrick, 1:86; Thursby and Thursby, 1987;
VIaene and, "ynes , 1992; Kroner and Lastrapes,
1993). StabtlIty ~f sterling against other major
European currencIes would significantly increase
the level of UK exports to the EU (CBI, 1990'
NIER, 1993).
'

Yet it is. we~1 kno~n that Ireland's dependency on
exports IS hIgh WIth respect to other EU countries
(NESC, 1993); this is due to the very substantial
number of multinational corporations (MNCs)
that have chosen to locate in Ireland. However,
export dependency may be interpreted as a competitive weakness (Clark-Leith, 1990, or as a
strength as in a number of ASEAN Countries that
have raised export dependency to an art form _
for example, Singapore. Clearly, size of the domestic economy is not necessarily a crucial factor in
categorising dependency as a strength or a weakne.ss.. The, results of this paper are interpreted with
thIS m mmd. Export dependency is measured as a
percentage of output (by value) exported into the
EU at each point in time for which data were
gathered - 1989, 1991 and 1993.

Export Growth and the Exchange Rate
From a classical perspective, a depreciation in the
value of a home currency should bring about
growth in export activity through the resultant
improved price competitive situation (Hooper and
Kohlhagen, 1978; Kroner and Lastrapes, 1993).
Ho~ever, theory and practice may diverge; a competlt~ve d~valuation may, or may not, result in
sustamed Improved competitive situation. Currie
and Williamson (1990) suggest that exchange rate
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Response to Postal Questionnaire by Country, Industry and Ownership

ALL

Sector

Ireland

Electrical
Metal
Chemical
Textile

18
22
22
21

Totals

83

(21%)
(27%)
(27%)
(25%)

UK
19
14
19
24

(25%)
(18%)
(25%)
(32%)

76

INDIGENOUS
Ireland
UK
7
18
11
1
47

(15%)
(38%)
(23%)
(23%)

11
10
14
20

(20%)
(18%)
(25%)
(36%)

55

MNC
Ireland
11
4
11
10
36

(30%)
(11%)
(31%)
(28%)

UK
8
4
5
4

(38%)
(19%)
(24%)
(19%)

21

Source: Postal questionnaire, 1995

instability and expectations of uncertainty are
detrimental to long term export growth; export
volumes may be reduced where the foreign currency price of exports fluctuates (Hay and Morris,
1981). Also, there is empirical evidence to show
that nominal currency stability has contributed to
higher growth levels; for example, stability provided by the EMS has resulted in intra-EU trade
growth (De Grauwe and Verfaille, 1988; BiniSmaghi and Vona, 1989; Vona and Bini-Smaghi,
1990); stability of the EMS led to Irish export
growth into the EU (NESC, 1993). Export
growth is assessed here in percentage terms (by
value) for 1989-91 and 1991-3.

questionnaire was sent out to Irish and UK manufacturing firms that exported to the EU; the purpose was to provide preliminary findings and allow
generalisability of the results. The interviews, carried out to validate the initial findings and to
explore other aspects not satisfactorily addressed
by the survey, were on a matched pairs sample
design as described by O'Farrell and Hitchens
(1986). This type of research design allows control
of the obvious external factors of ownership,
industry and size (by which the selected firms were
matched), which might otherwise influence the
results (Peck, 1985; O'Farrell and Hitchens, 1986;
Ashcroft et al., 1994).

Profitability and the Exchange Rate

The questionnaire was sent to firms in four industries: electrical, chemical, textile, and metal products. The response comprised 76 UK (20.9 per
cent) and 83 Irish (24.2 per cent) firms (see Table
1). From the respondents to this stage of the
research, a cohort of 48 firms was identified for
interview. In each case the interviewee was the
financial director.

Channels of influence from exchange rate to profitability are numerous and inter-related. However,
exchange rate is directly correlated with the prices
a trader may set for his goods and the cost of
imported inputs; where there is instability in the
exchange rate, this will potentially affect profit
margins. Further, exchange uncertainty may increase the likelihood of firms accepting less profit
through focusing on the domestic market (Either,
1973; Hay and Morris, 1981). Also, Mann (1986)
suggests that, even where movement in the exchange rate reduces profitability, firms will refrain
from increasing prices in order to maintain their
share of the market. Instability of the exchange
rate discourages long term investment; this leads to
progressive downgrading of the quality of exports
to those with low value and low profitability
(Thirwall and Gibson, 1992). Investment is more
easily achievable in stable currency conditions and
is the corner-stone of long-run profitability
(NESC, 1993). In this research, respondent firms
were asked to indicate a broad level of profitability
(as a percentage of sales) of EU exports in 1989,
1991 and 1993 (see note to Table 2).

Research Method
The research method comprised two stages: a
postal survey and follow-up interviews. The postal
46

It should be underlined here that results reported
in this type of sample are not the result of those
attributes by which the sample has been constrained (O'Farrell and Hitchens, 1986). The
postal questionnaire data were analysed using ttests by country and by industry. The interview
data were analysed using the Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test (Siegal and Castellan, 1989); this provides a more stringent analysis than the Hest by
controlling for exogenous structural factors.
Results from the data analysis are interpreted
using evidence from the interview process. It was
hypothesised that for each competitive measure,
Ireland would show the better performance.

Results
Export Market Share
Table 2 shows the results of Hest for significant
differences across Irish and UK firms in the postal
sample. Contrary to expectation, the Hest of
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Table 2

...tests: Measures of Competitiveness

UK

Ireland

Variable

by Country

n

Mean

n

Mean

Export market share

83

3.1

76

Export dependency 1989 (%)
Export dependency 1991 (%)
Export dependency 1993 (%)

83
83
83

48.9
50.6
51.3

Export growth 1989-91 (%)
Export growth 1991-93 (%)

83
83

Profitability 1989
Profitability 1991
Profitability 1993

74
74
83

'-score

p-value

3.3

-2.00

0.047

76
76
76

15.5
17.5
18.2

7.86
7.87
7.82

0.000
0.000
0.000

36.2
29.4

76
76

30.2
42.7

0.77
-1.00

0.443
0.320

0.61
0.61
0.61

68
70
71

0.51
0.58
0.54

1.29
0.45
0.95

0.20
0.65
0.34

Notes: Export market share is measur~ on a 5-point likert scale from ~ low of 1 =. fi~' s share of the EU export market has decreased significan~y
over the time period of the study, to a hIgh of 5 = EU market share has Increased slgnoficantly.
Profitobility is measured by a dichotomous variable which has the value of 1 where the respondent firm reports an average gross profit margin of 10%
or mare, and a value of 0 otherwise.

export market share indicated that UK firms had develop differentiated or new products that create
significantly improved their market share to a their own market. I~terviewees stressed the argugreater extent than Irish companies (t = -2.00, P = ment that necessary Investment (into new product
0.047). Detailed analysis of our data indicated markets) is more easily undertaken where future
that only 23 per cent of Irish firms had increased exchange rates are perceived to be stable. The
market share between 1989 and 1993, compared reported aim of many Irish firms was to produce
to 36 per cent of UK firms. Further examination niche products. Indeed 'niche' was a buzz word.
of our database suggested that these differences are during the interview process, all but one of the
due to better performance by UK-owned over ~nterv~ewees used this ter~, whilst the remaining
Irish-owned firms. No significant differences were IntervIewee used the term specialist market'. Clear
noted between UK-based and Irish-based MNC ~idence was ~ound of this facet of Irish industry
subsidiaries. Only the Irish chemical industry In four chemIcal firms; also three textile firms
reports a marginally better performance, but the reported recent movement into niche market activresults are not statistically significant.
ity; interviews with electrical and metal firms suggest these sectors were at the 'work-in-hand' stage
The Wi1coxon tests, shown in Table 3, are carried in new product development that had not yet
out across the matched pairs of companies to translated into actual performance.
remove the effect of ownership, size and industry
sector (structural effects). For export market share, Thus, the focus of UK market share activity was
the Wi1coxon test also indicates that UK firms fou?d to be on t~e extension of existing markets
performed better, but the result is not statistically a~hleved through Improved price competitiveness;
significant. We must therefore conclude that IrIsh firms focus on the creation of new markets.
structural effects were partially influential in the t- Potential gains in both these areas are available to
test of the postal data. Also, UK interviewees in UK firms, yet mature products were found in
three industry sectors (electrical, textile and metal) firms in all sectors. Thus, this research suggests
suggested sterling depreciation had. led to that Irish firms focus on high value added prodincreased EU sales in existing markets. IrISh firms,
ucts that may provide greater long term Sustainparticularly those that trade heavily in the UK, able competitive advantages; in terms of EU
reported lost sales over this same ti.me period due export products, this is possible due to the stable
currency regime.
to the relative appreciation of the IrISh pound.

24

Within the EU, Irish firms are unable to achieve
increased market share through improved price
competitiveness brought about by currency depreciation; as a consequence, they have sought to

Export Dependency
Table 2 shows the results of t-tests for export
dependency ofIrish and UK firms for 1989, 1991
and 1993. For each year, there is a difference of
47
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Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for Matched Pairs

Matched Pair

Variable

Ireland and UK

Export market share

0.221

Ireland and UK
Ireland and UK
Ireland and UK

Export dependency 1989
Export dependency 1991
Export dependency 1993

0.001
0.000
0.000

Ireland and UK
Ireland and UK

Export growth 1989-91
Export growth 1991-93

0.775
0.376

Ireland and UK
Ireland and UK
Ireland and UK

Profitability 1989
Profitability 1991
Profitability 1993

0.050
0.600
0.123

some 33 percentage points, with Irish export
dependency being very significantly greater (t >
7.8, P ~ 0.000) than that of the UK. These findings are confirmed by the Wilcoxon test (Table 3)
and by the evidence from the interviews. Our
database indicates that the greatest difference
occurs between indigenous-owned firms, with
Irish firms exporting some 45 per cent more
output by value into the EU than UK-owned.
This evidence is contrary to the received wisdom
that Ireland's export dependency is a function of
the number of multinational firms that have
chosen to locate in Ireland (NESC, 1993), and
illustrates that Irish-owned firms have not allowed
themselves to be confined by lack of a domestic
market; dependency may well be a positive, not a
negative attribute. Two points should be made
here. First, it is fairly common for UK exporting
firms to trade via a UK-based export agent. In this
scenario, the agent is the exporter, not the manufacturer. Second, Gallacher and McAleese (1994)
suggest that allowance must be made for the level
of Irish agricultural exports (that are protected by
the green pound) into the UK and amount to 19
per cent of total exports.
Despite the close agreement between each stage of
the analysis, the interview process was used to
support our hypothesis. Representative remarks by
financial directors in Irish-owned firms are given
below:
Firms can trade anywhere in rhe world, but it's easy
to trade in the EU.
ERM membership allows control over EU export
activity.

Currency stability gives firms security leading to
confidence and encourages expansion through
exports.
The secured revenues from EU exports encourage
expansion and further exports.
48
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ERM membership positively promotes export
activity within the EU.

The relationship between exchange stability and
export dependency has led to some difficulties for
Irish firms. A stable currency imposes a discipline
in that the price of exports cannot be boosted by a
depreciating currency, and firms are obliged to
trade on quality and service. This has resulted in
some weaker exporting firms going out of business, but those in the sample reported a significantly better long term competitive situation as a
result of firm-specific strategy changes. Difficulties
persist for Irish-owned firms that still rely on the
UK as their main market. Instability of sterling
causes ~roblems not experienced by those trading
only With fellow ERM member countries; these
problems include the need to hedge where inputs
are sourced in the UK, and the need to hold sterling accounts to avoid transaction costs since UK
purchasers will not trade in Irish currency. This
ties up the Irish firm's cash flow. From the perspective of those Irish firms interviewed, EU export
dependency is a virtue and trade with fellow ERM
member countries is a strength; export dependency
on the UK, not a member of the ERM, is less so.
lt is with some confidence that we conclude that
there is a strong positive linkage between currency
stability and export dependency. UK interviewees
were also convinced of the relationship between
exchange rate stability and export dependency,
but, in the main, were altogether less positive in
their interpretation of the linkage. The UK consensus was that a stable exchange rate makes for
administrative ease, but is competitively difficult
and restrictive.
Export Growth
Prior to discussion of the evidence on this competitive measure, two pertinent points should first
be considered: first, the rate of EU export activity
is much higher for Irish firms, therefore an
increase in growth in percentage terms requires a
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much greater increase in absolute terms; second,
the two growth periods under consideration
(1989-91 and 1991-3) coincide with the economic shocks caused to both countries by the UK
joining and leaving the ERM. UK business was
disadvantaged in the first time period due to sterling's high parity value; in the second period, the
UK had advantage in price competition in the
period immediately following exit from the ERM
leading to a relative disadvantage in price and
wage competitiveness for Irish firms.

ments from two UK-based finance directors cited
below suggest a degree of caution:
Busin.ess needs stability; careful planning can go
west If we are caught out on the wrong side of a
currency variation.
Variable currency costs make for variable revenues
and variable export growth.

T~us our evidence suggests that, other things
bemg equal, export growth is positively linked in
the long run to business perception of future staTable 2 shows that for export growth (1989-91), bility in exchange rate conditions that allows ease
the mean value achieved by UK firms was 30 per of planning and investment. For Irish firms, howcent, with Irish companies reaching 36 per cent; ever, other things have not remained equal; long
this is not a significant difference (t = 0.77, P =
term goals of export growth through product and
0.443). For export growth (1991-3), the mean process development were set back (vis-lt-vis the
values were 43 per cent and 29 per cent respec- UK) by a loss of short-run relative price and wage
tively; again, this does not represent a significant competitiveness post-September 1992. For the
difference (t = -1.00, P = 0.320). In addition, the UK, it is possible for firms to achieve both long
sign of the t-score for 1991 is as expected, but that and short term export growth; only the UK elecfor 1993 is contrary. In other words, Irish firms trical sector and, to a lesser extent, the UK textile
had higher export growth during 1989-91, while sector, showed evidence of specific long term
UK firms were ahead during 1991-3. This general growth strategies. Thus, it is concluded here that
trend is shown in all subsectors, and is confirmed the positive and real influence of business percepby the matched pairs test (Table 3). Note that the tion of. exchange rate stability on export growth
Wilcoxon tests are not statistically significant (sim- occurs m the long run; a downward trend in the
ilar to the Hests), perhaps indicating that struc- exchange rate can offer only short term gain.
tural factors have little influence here. Our database indicates, however, that the Irish chemical Profitability
sector shows a much greater growth rate than the !n Table 2, t~e ~-test an~ysis for the full sample
UK, but the electrical sector in Ireland has a poor mdlcate.s no s~gOlficant d~r~et linkage of exchange
relative growth performance.
rate regIme WIth profitabIlIty as hypothesised (t ~
0.45; P ~ 0.20), ~though for each year (1989,
Interview evidence supplied by Irish directors sug- 1991 and 1993) Imh firms had higher levels of
gests that firms look to the long term, as ill~s profitability. Matched pairs analysis (Table 3) contrated by some representative quotes from Insh firms these findings, though the p-values suggest
interviewees:
that s.tructural .effects. ~ay apply here. Despite
these mconcluslve statistical results, Irish responLong term growth comes from investment; stable
currency prices allow accurate budgets to be drawn dents argued strongly that business perception of
f~ture exchange r~t~ stabili~ is linked directly to
up and planning to take place with assurance.
OIche market actIvIty that, m turn, results in a
You can gain short bursts of export growth through high rate. of profitability. This is supported by
devaluation, but it can't be sustained.
Table 2, m that UK firms show varying levels of
profitability whilst Irish firms remain constant. In
Business needs stability to plan and grow.
addition, the number of Irish firms with a higher
of profitability increases much faster. It is
level
Confidence in the stability of the exchange rate
suggested
in the literature that Irish-EU currency
takes the stress out of financial management.
ar~angements ~~ the foundation of long-run susAlthough UK interviewees were .ge?er~ly del- t~med pro~tabJllty; this arises from ease of planighted to report increased depreclatlon-mduced nm~ and mv~stment, and is confirmed by the
export activity between 1991 and 1993, the com- findmgs of thIS research. One point of note may
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be made here: despite a poor record in export
growth, Irish electrical firms recorded the highest
level of profitability (and lowest level of export
growth); this suggests the sector should reduce the
prices of existing products and introduce newer,
more profitable products in order to regain its
competitive situation.
Our analysis showed a greater number of UK firms
recording higher levels of profitability during 1991,
at which time the price of sterling was high. This
discounts the view prevalent in the UK that exports
were uncompetitive at this time. Hence, we speculate that during the time that the UK was an ERM
member, its firms would have been obliged to focus
on non-price activities such as service, quality and
delivery that lead to high profit levels. Further, we
suggest that lower 1993 (post-depreciation) UK
levels of profitability were a function of higher
costs where inputs were sourced outside the domestic market. Irish firms, on the other hand, have sustained advantage here as they may source inputs
throughout the EU at known prices. MNCs in
both countries gave evidence of maximising profits
by trading on both the supply and demand sides in
a variety of currencies; home-owned firms were less
confident of their ability to watch the money markets closely. In the indigenous sector, currency
management was a bigger problem for UK finance
directors than their Irish counterparts, who only
needed to keep a close eye on sterling prices when
trading in the EU. Thus we argue that profitability
is positively, but indirectly, linked to business perception of exchange rate stability; the association
comes about through the need for firms to trade in
new products and new product markets that may
command premium prices. Although no evidence
was found to suggest that Irish firms were moving
ahead significantly in terms of profitability, they
were found to be holding their competitive edge,
despite difficult trading conditions.

Conclusions and Implications for
Firms
This research set out to explore the relationship
between exchange rate stability and four aspects of
competitive performance of a representative sample of UK and Irish firms in four manufacturing
industries. The broad findings are as follows:
•
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Dependency on export activity is greater where
the exchange rate is known to be stable.
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•

Depreciation of a competitor country's currency can lead to a (short term) relatively poorer export growth performance.

•

Where it is known that the exchange rate will
not vary, then the focus of competitive activity
will move from revenue maximisation and
increased growth through the expansion of
existing markets to product market growth
through high-value, monopoly or niche products that lead to high levels of profitability.

Within the context of this two-country comparison, the UK showed the better performance on
market share and export growth, yet lagged in
profitability; the implication here is that firms in
the industries studied compete in low-value, massproduced or mature products. This type of production has most to gain from currency depreciation. UK-owned firms showed specific evidence of
greater post-September 1992 export growth than
Irish-owned rivals. All Irish firms reported better
performance in export dependency and profitability than their UK counterparts. In terms of the
level of export activity, strong evidence emerged
that investment in export activity is more easily
undertaken where future currency levels are perceived to be stable. Also, where business cannot
rely on exchange-induced price competitive gains,
then firms will alter their competitive strategy
towards the development of new and innovative
products that generate high profit levels; this is
supported by interview evidence from our Irish
respondents. Yet the better performance here by
Irish firms is not statistically significantly different
from that of UK firms, and they must consider
why this is not so. Buckley et al. (1988) suggest
that competitiveness comprises both efficiency and
effectiveness; it may be that whilst Irish firms are
following efficient EU export strategies (supported
by the prevailing stable exchange conditions) they
have some way to go in terms of effectiveness.
Specific industry differences were noted. The UK
chemical industry focuses on the mature or basic
downstream product; in the words of one company director, 'the loaf of bread doesn't change, so
why should we?'. The Irish chemical industry
reported the best competitive performance of the
sectors under study; it out-performed its UK rivals
in terms of export growth, market share and
dependency although the proportion of Irish firms
reporting high levels of profitability over the 5-
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year time-span remained constant at 77 per cent.
The metal sector in both countries reported
increased performance across all four measures;
this is thought to be primarily the result of recession in the general economy as this is an anticyclical industry. None the less, Irish metal firms
showed a statistically significant increase in export
growth between 1989-91 and 1991-3; the interviewed directors suggested that this was the product of specific EU export-growth strategies.
Success by two UK textile firms in moving to the
top end of the market enhanced the overall average of the industry that is still tied to labourintensive low-wage practices. The Irish textile
sector suffers from the same problems, and lags
behind the UK on all performance counts. On the
positive side, three of the six interviewed Irish textile firms displayed remarkable lateral thinking
with regard to alternative product development
and indicated success in the development of new
sales infrastructure in the EU; they believed that
these successes were aided by stability of the currency arrangements. Export growth in the UK
electrical sector is highly significantly better than
in Ireland. The presence of the mature product
was noted in four Irish electrical firms and is
thought to be one reason for this difference.

mance but of attitude. UK directors were convinced that EU export activity was stressful, and
highly competitive. Typically, they were unconv:inced of the usefulness of planning beyond the
tIme they could buy currency forward (six to nine
mo~ths); this conviction arose because of their percept~on of future unknowns in terms of stability of
sterlIng and government indecisiveness over the EU
single currency. On the other hand, Irish firms
were confident - almost bullish; many of the directors interviewed spoke of five to ten year rolling
pla~s for EU export activity. Although a degree of
anxiety was expressed by the Irish interviewees
regarding the country's overall competitive situation sho~d t?~ UK d~cide not to join in the single
curre~cy, IndIvI~ual directors (with two exceptions,
both In the textIle sector) argued that, in the long
run, this is the right policy for Ireland.

The lesson for Irish businessmen is that short
ter~ loss of re~tive exp?~t performance caused by
a nval countrys competItIve depreciation or devalu~tion wil~ ~n the long run be outweighed by sustamed positive growth, and that steady gains arise
directly from the certain knowledge of future stability in the currency arrangements. Where the
exchange rate does not vary, the nature of firmspecific co~petit!ve activity will move from price
The general picture to emerge from this research is to non-pnce onented strategies; this will feed
that we are correct in our broad hypothesis that through int~ compet.itive advantage in the long
business perception of stable exchange rate condi- run. At the tIme of thiS research, the true potential
tion has, as a whole, contributed positively to of Ireland's newly streamlined and emergent
Ireland's competitive export performance. This is industries has yet to feed through to full perforon a steady and gradual upward trend, although mance. The UK businessman has the opportunity
there are a few black holes in the electrical sector to compete on both fronts; the possibility exists
and, to a lesser extent, textiles. This contrasts with for exchange-induced price competitive gains and
the general performance of UK industry, which the firm may also compete in non-price factors.
varies widely within and across industry sectors and However, there is unwillingness to invest and
across time. These observations lead directly to a expa,nd into exp~rt act.i~ity due to business persecond point: a defining difference betwee.n I~ish ceptIon of future Instability and uncertainty in the
and UK firm behaviour, arising from the dIfferIng exchange rate. Continuing indecision by the UK
exchange rate situations, may be not of perfor- government is damaging its industrial base.
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SPORT, MEDIA AND SPONSOR THE SHIFTING BALANCE OF POWER
IN THE SPORTS NETWORK
Rosita Wolfe, limy Meenaghan and Paul O'Sullivan
As sport has become an important social and economic activity it is
increasingly the subiect of management analysis. This article adopts a
network perspective to examine developments in the sports network. In
particular, it examines relationships between network 'actors' such as
corporate sponsors, media and the owners of sport and analyses the
changing balance of power in the sports network. Key media drivers of
change in the network such as cable and satellite television, pay-per-view
and digital technology are examined while the influence of sponsors and
the issue of ambush marketing also influence the location of power in the
sports network.
A qualitative research study sought the opinions of key informants drawn
from various sectors of the sports network. Research findings focus on three
key areas: respondents' perceptions regarding the drivers of change in the
sports network; evolving relationship patterns and the location of power
amongst various actors; and the proposal of a comprehensive model of the
sports network involving both the owners of maior and minority sports terrestrial and satellite broadcasters and corporate sponsors. The emergi';g
model is framed in terms of its larger context involving political, economic
social and technological influences impacting on the sports network.
'

Introduction
In recent years, sport has generated considerable
interest from both the media and corporate sectors. This paper examines sport in a network context, discussing the network interactions between
sport, media and sponsors. Developments in the
sports, media and sponsorship sectors are all
impacting on relationships and the balance of
power in the network. Such developments have
implications not only for the owners of sport, but
for sponsors using sport as a marketing tool and
for the media which use sport for audience generation. To date, no research study either in Ireland
or in the larger world context has examined the
phenomenon of the shifting balance of power and
the evolving relationship patterns in the sports
network. This article presents findings from a
research study which adopted qualitative research
techniques to examine the shifting balance of
power in the sports network through accesssing
the views of key informants in the field.

Network Theory
Network theory has evolved from a confluence of
sources including early Swedish research on the
network phenomenon and the work of the IMP
(Industrial Marketing and Purchasing) Group. A
network is generally defined as a specific type of

rel~tionship linking a defined set of persons,
ob)e~ts or e.vents (Knoke and Kuklinski, 1991).
InevItably dIfferent types of relations characterise
different netw?rks. The set of persons, objects or
events on whICh a network is defined may be
called the 'actors' or 'nodes'. While network
theory embraces a rich collective of ideas, three
significant concepts in the network literature are
relevant to the focus of this paper. These are the
issues of power, dependency and relationships.

'Power. is the central concept in network analysis'
accordmg to For~ (1990~, ~d the most important
aspect of power IS that It IS a function of dependency, e.g. the greater B's dependency on A, the
greater Its power in the relationship. Cook and
Emerson (1978) argue that power is balanced in
r~lationships between occupants of the same positIon and unbalanced in relations between occupants of different positions. Dynamic environments, such as the current environment in which
sport operates, bring about shifts in the relative
position of, actors and their power relationships
and thus bnng about change in networks.
Emerson's .early work on dependence (1962,
1972) proVided the initial impetus for the subsequent fuller development of this concept and its
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incorporation into organisation theory. His central thesis was that the power of one party resides
implicitly in the dependence of another party with
whom they share a relationship. Thus the parties
in a power relationship are tied to one another by
the dependence of one on the other, or perhaps by
mutual dependence.
The third concept concerns relationships, which
are seen as interconnections between different parties or actors in a network. Thus the actors are
seen as connected to each other. Those who are
not dominant actors will look to improve their
positions in the network through co-operation
with, even forming coalitions with, other actors.
In this way power may be gained in a network situation through the consolidation of resources
amongst less powerful actors, thus reducing the
power advantage of the dominant actor.
Additionally, Cook (1977, p. 75) states that powerful organisations 'are more likely to enter into
symbiotic relations with organizations performing
dissimilar functions ... in order to protect their
autonomy as well as to protect against a loss of
power'.

The Application of Network Theory
to Sport
The scale of the sports industry can be seen by reference to the US market. The sport industry was
worth £93.8 bn in 1995, making it the eleventh
largest industry is that market-place (Harverson,
1997), while on a worldwide basis, the sport
industry accounts for 2.5 per cent of World
Trade. 1 With regard to the Irish situation, a recent
government commissioned report The Sports
Strategy, published in 1997, examined the economic impact of sport and estimated that the
aggregate expenditure on sport in the Republic of
Ireland was £752 million. These statistics represent the activities of a broad set of actors in the
sports network.
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argue that' ... a unique network can be identified
for every specific problem or issue. In other words
there are as many networks as they are situations'
(Axelsson, 1992, p. 195), and it is thus valid that
network theory be applied to the sports context.
Aldrich (1979) cites a number of examples of contexts permitting meaningful network analysis,
including the example of the relationships
between sports associations, unions, television and
radio broadcasting networks and sports institutions. Recent developments in the world of sports
management clearly illustrate the applicability of
the concepts of power, dependency and relationship outlined earlier.
The power issue as a central element of network
theory is clearly illustrated through a recent case
instance. In 1997, the Five Nations Rugby
Championship faced an uncertain future. When
the English Rugby Union tried to sell television
rights to the satellite channel, BSkyB, the remaining 'partners', Ireland, France, Scotland and
Wales, came together and threatened to force
England (the most dominant actor) out of the
competition if that country pursued its suggested
strategy. The result of this consolidation and use
of power was that the English Rugby Union had
to cede some ground to the other 'home' nations
on the issue of TV rights. However, when this
obstacle was overcome, England still managed to
take a significant percentage of the revenues
because of the power which it held in this network.

This paper is grounded in the belief that the network perspective can bring significant insights to
the management of sport today. The phenomena
conceptualised in network theory are evident in
the sports world. Proponents of network theory

Dependency theory can also illuminate the sportsponsor relationship. Take for example the case of
the NGB (National Governing Body) of a minority sport (actor A), interacting with a sponsor
(actor B). A is dependent on B for revenue to
finance the national championships of that particular sport, through the sale of rights to the sponsor. This may be the most important source of
revenue to the sport, as the sport in this case generates insignificant revenue through gate receipts
due to limited public interest. This fact in turn
ensures that the sport also generates little media
interest. Thus B, as sponsor, controls the finances
which A as NGB requires.

1. Repon by the British Spons Council (1995) on ITN, 19
August 1996.

With regard to relationships, Agostini (1995, p.
60) states that 'sport is a social institution in
which a number of actors and groups interact in
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Table 1

Year

1970
1980
1990
1996

its shifting daily constitution'. The development
of relationships instils commitment to a network,
and this ensures that sports bodies, sponsors and
the media are better positioned for strategic development. A number of commercial interests have
successfully developed long-term relationships
with particular sports, as instanced by Benson and
Hedges and snooker, Smurfit and horse racing,
Coca-Cola and soccer.

The UK Sponsorship Explosion
1970-96

Value£m

4
35
281
(est.) 491

Source: Buckley (19BO), Mintel (1997) and Meenaghan (1998).

ated. a .symbi?tic relationship between Sport and
medIa In whICh each is in fruitful and dynam'
.
. WI·th th e other.
IC
InteractIon

Relationships in the Sports Network
In observing the sports network it is apparent that
there are a number of intersecting relationships.
Two such relationships are now discussed, viz. the
'sport-media' nexus and 'sport-sponsor' nexus.
The ability of a sport to generate an audience,
either proximately or through media, is a critically
important backdrop to any discussions on relationships in the sportS network.

The Sport-Sponsor Nexus
Because of pheno~enal media interest in Sport as
programme matenal capable of attracting audiences, the corporate marketer has become
notable partner in the commercialisation of sp ~
through .advertisi~g ~uppor~ and sponsorship. J~~t
as there IS a symbIOtIc relatIOnship between media
and sport, current trends in business have ensured
th~ development of a parallel symbiotic relationshI~, that. of t~e sports organisation and sponsor.
ThiS relatIonship enables the SpOrts organisation to
generate revenue as well as to increase exposure [;
~e sport. itself Simultaneously it provides comp~~
m.es seeking ~o market their products and services
With a conduit to reach their targeted audience.

The Sport-Media Nexus
Sport has the capacity to build a media audience
while, likewise, media have the capacity to confer
status and build an audience for a sport. From the
beginning of the mass media age, as more people
have come to consume sport indirectly via media,
a symbiotic relationship between sport and media
developed. With the evolution of print and broad- Many companies in Ireland can testify to the succast media, there has been a large commitment of cess of sport as a marketing tool. Examples
both air time and newspaper space to sport, not include Opel, Irish Permanent, Bank of Ireland
least in Ireland. Indeed, as early as 1926 the AlI- an.d Guinness. T?is growing success of sponsorIreland Hurling Final between Kilkenny and ship as a marketIng medium is reflected in the
investment as shown b
Galway '... was the first commentary of a field volume of. .corporate
fi
y
game to be broadcast in this hemisphere' recent statIstIcs rom the UK market. It can be
se:n from Table 1 that in 1970 the UK sponsor(Gorham, 1967, p. 40).
ShIp market was worth £4 million but has grown
to a 1996 value of £491 million.
A number of authors (Blackshaw and Hogg,
1993; Williams, 1990) have illustrated the
importance of media to sport. While print and I.n America, companies currently spend $6.6 bilradio have a very important part in developing !IOn annu~ly o~ sponsorship (SRI, 1997) and this
this relationship, the dominant medium today is IS dram~tI~ally I~creasing, with a spend figure of
undoubtedly television. It, more than any other $13.8 billion beIng predicted for the end of the
century (Turner et al., 1995). In the Irish Context
medium, has globalised sport.
the sponsorship market may have amounted t~
Media are important to sport, but the inverse rela- some £25-£30m in 1997.
tionship, i.e. that of sport to media, is equally
important. Sport has been used very successfully Commercialisation of Sport
as a marketing tool by the satellite channels to The. twin influences of commercial sponsor and
penetrate markets, build audiences and sell satel- media have forced Sports bodies to become more
lite dishes. Sport represents a proven audience market and commercially oriented. Undoubtedl
. .
~
generator for all media today. The combination of sports org~ll1satIons
do need to access revenue
popularity and immediacy (McRae, 1996) has cre- from a variety of commercial sources. Indeed, the
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Rising Cost of TV Rights to the FA
Premiership - Payment per Season (£m)
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expectation is that sports will have to professionalise their marketing operations to a degree hitherto not seen. Waser (1996, p. 378) summarises
the position facing sports owners in the 1990s:
Associations or professional athletic unions have to
commit themselves to spectator events, sponsors,
directors of television channels, to compete for the
promotion of events in exchange for resources ...
their position is contradictory: they have to play to
win the matches, to gain points for international
ranking while ensuring a spectacle which attracts
the interest of the greatest numbers.

100
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To achieve long-term success, sports bodies have
to create a balance between their various constituencies. This will involve trying to meet and
balance the respective needs of sponsors and
media while at the same time attracting spectators,
in order to draw in the substantial revenue now
needed to finance a sport. If this does not happen,
conflict can result. United Distillers is understood
to have terminated its sponsorship of the Scottish
Open Golf Tournament because of the acquisition
of television rights by BSkyB - which resulted in
lower levels of TV audience as compared to the
BBC which had previously been showing the
event live.

The Drivers of Change in the Sports
Network
The foregoing discussion has shown that the
media and sponsors have both separately and collectively the potential to influence developments
within the sports network. A number of specific
drivers of change can be identified quite clearly
within these two broad sources of influence
media drivers and sponsorship drivers.
Media Drivers
Sport had always been an audience 'puller' and
therefore media have always shown a strong interest in sport as programming content. As technology and deregulation in competition law enabled
more media conglomerates to enter the broadcasting market, the inevitable consequence has been
greater competition between media owners for a
relatively limited number of sporting events. This
has affected the pricing of events, causing inflation
in the market. Within media, the drivers that
merit specific consideration are the advent of cable
and satellite channels, pay-per-view services and
digital technology.
56

1986

1988

1992

Source: Compiled by the authors

Cable and Satellite
There are a number of reasons why broadcasters,
particularly satellite broadcasters, are willing to
bid sports rights to enormous levels. First, sport
has been proved to be the strongest force in building pay TV subscriptions of all sorts, more so even
than films. Sport also draws in the 'elusive upmarket' male viewer to pay television and indeed
to free terrestrial television.
The growing dominance of satellite has had a profound impact on the total sport market. Hatfield
(1996, p. 18) commented that 'the injection of
cash by Sky has shaken the arrogant authorities
running sport out of their Stone Age attitudes'.
The spread of pay television has led to hyper-inflation in the sports rights business. For instance, in
1947, the BBC paid the equivalent of £27,000 for
the rights to screen the Olympics to the British
audience. In 1996 TV rights raised £900m from
broadcasters worldwide for the International
Olympic Committee. For the Sydney Games, this
is expected to jump to £1.5 billion. American
broadcast rights for the Olympic Games have been
bought up to 2008 for $3.6bn by NBe.
This increase in the price of sports rights has been
evident in a domestic as well as an international
context. Domestic league competitions in individual countries have seen the cost of sports rights
soar. The cost of rights to Premiership soccer in
England is presented in Figure 1. These have
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increased year on year, and the onset of pay-perview will continue this trend.

Pay-Per-View
Pay-per-view (PPY) is defined as a service where
the consumer elects to view a special event e.g.
boxing match or football game, for a specific
charge. PPV's potential for raising revenues for
Sports organisations is staggering. Griffiths (1997)
estimates that a global TV service on a digitised
PPV basis would generate about $1 bn annually in
five years for Formula One motor racing.
According to Carey (1996, p. 32), PPV is 'certain
to form the backbone of the broadcasters' future
plans'.
Digital Technology
Digital Technology is revolutionising the world of
television. The number of available channels is
increased dramatically through digitisation,
because with signal compression, better use is
made of the available frequencies than the traditional analogue system can provide. Sport offers
an answer to one of the major problems facing
TV companies in the future: how can viewers be
persuaded to part with a hefty price for a new digital set and a subscription to an untried service?
The answer is to create an exclusive chance to
watch a desirable event or, alternatively, to use the
hundreds of channels that digital television provides to offer greater variety of sports coverage
than analogue television can offer. Barnard (1996)
predicts that sport will be used to sell digital television equipment, just as in the past boxing was
used to sell radio receivers and baseball to sell television sets in the US market.
Significant effects of digital television are that it
will result in a greater demand for the major
sports brands (such as the FA Cup), while also
providing an opportunity for minority sports to
get more coverage. How the minority sports will
fare in terms of attracting audiences remains questionable, however.

Legislation
.
Inevitably, governments as regulators of SOCIety
have seen fit to put systems in place to ensure that
sport is available to as wide an au~ience as poss~
ble. This is justified on the baSIS that sport IS
important for the general social good, a perspective grounded in the notion of the rights of the

individual and society at large to have access to
certain events. Legislation has consequently been
drafted to ensure top sporting events remain
accessible to as large an audience as possible. The
arriv~ ~f satellite television as a competitor for
medIa nghts has led to a 'war' between television
media conglomerates bidding for Sports events.
Satellite's dominance has threatened the availability of sport on many conventional terrestrial stations, largely because the latter are unable to meet
the increasingly inflated price demanded for
sports rights.
Ingham (1992, p. 37) quotes Seb Coe on the issue
of availability of Sport. He said:
I think it is wrong that only 2 million dish owners
~in the VK) get access to major sporting events. It
IS bad for SpOrt, bad for participation - and that
means bad for everyone.
Inevitably, Sports bodies have to be aware of the
dangers of forming alliances with satellite TV stations. If sports rights are sold to satellite channels
sport will inevitably reach smaller audiences, and
this 'could be ~e. undoing of Sport' (Simpson,
1996, p. 33). It IS lIkely that government ministers
are bearing this in mind in the current environment, with the issue of sports rights being brought
to the European Parliament for debate. In an Irish
context, the mi~ister .for Sport established a government commIttee In 1997 to investigate the
issue of PPV sport on TV:

Sponsorship as a Driver
Sponsors have begun to influence the internal balance in the sports network just as media have
done. This influence arises from the spectacular
growth in corporate sponsorship as well as the
emergence of the phenomenon of ambush marketing.
The Growth of Sponsorship
The growth in Sports sponsorship has resulted
from a variety of factors. Meenaghan (1991) iden~ifies t!te rising. co.st ?f media advertising and
increasIng publIc indIfference to conventional
fo~ms of communi~atio~ as reasons for sponsorship growth. Sport~ u.nIqueness as a marketing
tool has l:d t? a SIgnIficant demand for major
ev~nts, .whICh In turn has led to inflated sponsorship pnces for events in the Sports market. It has
57
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also pushed minority sports and their key events
towards a commercial orientation. Companies,
unable to purchase rights to top events, seek entry
to sponsorship as a communication option at
lower cost levels via investment in minority sports.
Growth in sponsorship investment has ensured
that the relationship between sport and sponsor
has become more complex. What initially started
as mere sponsor branding of the event has now
reached the stage where every possible angle for
exploitation must be included in the sponsor's
strategy. In certain cases, the sponsor is actually
seen to be responsible for marketing the sport. In
the case of basketball and Nike in the US, this has
led Williams (1994, p. 393) to ask 'does the clothing promote Jordan or does Jordan promote the
clothing?'. This phenomenal growth in commercialism has meant that there is no longer as clear a
distinction between the activities of individual
members in the sports network.

The Ambushing Issue
A growing and now almost pervasive phenomenon, ambush marketing, is becoming a threat to
the very involvement of sponsors and is influencing their relationship with sport (Meenaghan,
1996). This influence is being exerted from outside the network. Ambushing occurs where a company seeks to associate itself with an event to
increase its own profile and gain recognition. This
is done without payment of fees for rights to the
sports body and results in the ambusher getting
benefits similar to official sponsors at little or no
cost. Abel and Long (1996) reported on ambush
marketers during Euro '96 and showed that Nike
spent some £2m on a poster and TV advertising
campaign that benefited from extensive news coverage. (Nike built the campaigns around Eric
Cantona, who wasn't in fact selected to play for
France in the competition.) The result of this campaign was that nearly one quarter of UK adults
believed that Nike was an official sponsor of the
tournament when in fact it was an ambusher.
Indeed, in audience awareness research studies,
Nike achieved higher awareness than five of the
official tournament sponsors.

Consequences of Media and Sponsorship as
Drivers
Media, especially television, and corporate sponsors have both exerted a profound influence on
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sport. They have brought advantages to sport such
as increasing the level of spectatorship, bringing
about a higher profile for the individual sport as
well as for sport in general and have helped
improve the image and grow the revenues of
sports and sports bodies. Suggested negative consequences include the erosion of the amateur
ethos in a number of sports. The function of the
research study was not to look at these consequences per se, but rather to examine the shifting
balance of power in the sports network and what
that might mean for future networks in sport.

Research Study
In order to examine the phenomenon of sport in a
network context and the shifting balance of power
within such networks, a primary research study
was undertaken. The objective of this study was to
explore how the balance of power has changed
and may change in the future between media
owner, sponsor and sport, and from this, to locate
sport in a network context. This research study
was multi-staged. In the initial stage, exploratory
research was carried out with key respondents
within identifiable sectors in the sports network,
(i.e. drawn from sport, media and the corporate
sponsorship sector in Ireland).

As a result of information gleaned in stage one,
discussion guides were constructed as research
instruments to aid the gathering of further data. A
sorting technique developed five major themes:
historical development; commercialisation in sport;
media-sport-sponsor relationships; changing balance
of power; and fUture directions. These were
employed to structure the interactions with the
individual respondents.
The second stage of the research involved the use
of in-depth interviewing with respondents drawn
from four pools or sub-samples. These pools were:
a. National Governing Bodies of Sport (NGBs), b.
sponsors (of sport in Ireland), c. media (those
broadcasting in or into the Irish market, including
BBC, ITV, and RTE) and d. 'experts' (those on the
periphery of the sports network who have an expert
knowledge of the area, including spons consultants, government regulators and journalists).
A total of 70 potential respondents were targeted
and a response rate of over 70 per cent meant that
50 in-depth interviews were carried out. Across
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Figure 2

The Cycle of Success for NGBs

Media

Increasing
participants/
spectators

Increasing
revenue/
success (£££)

the four pools actual interviews were achieved as
follows: 15 NGBs, 15 sponsors, ten experts and
ten from the media sample.

Research Findings
While the overall research addressed the five major
themes listed earlier, this paper focuses on key
findings regarding the balance of power issue. In
particular, perceptions of change in the network
and the perceived drivers of such change are considered; relationships in the sports network are
then examined; and finally the findings are used
to propose a model of the sports network.

Drivers in the Network - Perceived
Changes
In commenting on change in the network a
number of respondents perceived change in
emphasis over time in the varying importance
accorded to different interests, e.g. from the initial
primary focus on spectator needs to the later shift
of that focus toward the needs of media and
finally, and more recently, an evident subservience
to the requirement of sponsors. The legislative
framework is now emerging as more complex and
more pervasive than heretofore, adding a further
dimension to the demanding environment within
which sport functions.

The Cycle of Success
Respondents from all 'pools' broadly felt that the
sources of revenue for NGBs are changing, and as
a result, transactions with commercial actors are
becoming more important and .i~ s?me cases
essential. Typical of the more POSltlV~ tnterpretation of this change would be o?e partlcu!a~ NG~
describing this as a form of partnersh~p.. T~ls
partnership is seen as containing four entities, V.IZ.
the media, the event, the sponsor and the assocIation - all of which are vital to the mix. Thus,

some minority NGBs are beginning to recognise
that they can use the media to increase the popularity of their sports, by increasing the participant
and spectator base. This has a knock-on effect in
terms of getting increased broadcast media coverage and thus increased commercial revenue
through sponsorship as well as further increases in
participant and spectator numbers. This is illustrated in terms of a cycle of success for NGBs in
Figure 2.

Media Revenue as a Driver
The 'expert' respondent group, in particular,
recognised that in the future sport will certainly
have to source more revenue from business, but
will have to avoid becoming over-dependent on
the paymaster. The argument does stand nevertheless (as the media respondent sample stated) that
if a media chan~e! is prepared to buy the rights to
an event for mtlltons of pounds, it (as owner of
these rights) must have some say, perhaps in terms
of when the event i~ ~cheduled and how it might
be made more excmng. Therefore, NGBs will
have to be capable of discriminating between situations where media revenue inputs are helping to
make the sport a success and where such inputs
give rise to demands which lead to situations
where the integrity of the sport is capable of being
compromised.
Satellite Television as a Driver
Respondent groups diverged markedly in their
opinions on this issue. Most sponsors and terrestrial television stations are in favour of legislation
to prevent certain sporting events being sold to
satellite broadcasters. NGBs with a particularly
valuable property tend to regard this as discriminatory, recognising that prohibition will mean
lower levels of potential income. The 'expert'
group also felt that legislation preventing satellite
access was a restraint on trade. 'Market forces
should be allowed prevail' was, perhaps surprisingly, the dominant 'expert' view and members of
this group saw no reason why Sky should not reap
the benefits from a market that the satellite station
was perceived to have itself created.
T~e constitutionality of implementing such regulation was regarded as questionable by most
respondents and a significant number of respondents across all groups felt that such proposals
might be contrary to the Treaty of Rome.
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Views on Power from the Respondents

There is ample evidence of sports that have lost control ...
schedules when games are being played are being
changed every day by the media.

Sky could blast us out of the water tomorrow.

I see NGBs losing control as money is now the dictator.

The media is moving in to control sport.

NGBs have started to lose control already.

Satellite has come in and dominated things already.

It is going to be very difficult to stop Rupert Murdoch.

The truth is that sport is losing control to the media.

If Sky said we want you to change season, take a winter
break and start the season earlier (the NGBs) would do it
if the alternative was no money.

NGBs are taking the money now, and when Rupert has
them all tied in and starts cutting the money, what do they
do then?

However, in all probability, such legislation will be
implemented and individual governments across
Europe will decide which events they want to protect. 2 Preventing NGBs from entering into a partnership with satellite channels may arguably be
necessary in order to ensure that sport as currently
constituted would not be destroyed. As one NGB
respondent stated ... there is an ethical and a social element ... sport
is for everyone and doesn't really belong to the
NGBs ... they are only the custodians of it and
they should not be allowed to sell the rights to
satellite.
Legislation of the sort proposed may thus maintain the national interest in a sporting event by
requiring that the event be accessible on a terrestrial basis (and therefore to as wide an audience as
possible). This will protect access to long-standing
emblematic events in the popular culture.

Relationships within the Sports
Network
All respondents agreed regarding the accelerating
pace and scale of change in the sports nerwork,
and they further agreed that this was driven by,
and in turn drove, change in individual relation-

2. Events are likely to be the competitive internationals of the
top spons, and anything that culturally and historically is significant to the people of the country.
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ships in the nerwork. Thus NGBs have had to
change their approach through adopting a greater
level of professionalism in order to mirror the
increasing investment which sponsors are required
to make. This adaptation relates not only to their
behaviour in the initial negotiation of rights, bur
also in their willingness to be a partner in leveraging the sponsorship. The relationship berween
NGB and sponsor has assumed a centrality, with
many NGBs looking to develop long-term relationships with sponsors. This of course is made
easier for the NGB if it has an existing relationship with a media channel. In fact the anticipation
of such professional behaviour and performance
on the part of an NGB has in itself become an
important corporate criterion for choosing particular sports as a sponsorship vehicle.

It is broadly agreed by respondents that exchange
relationships berween actors in the sports nerwork
are now more professional than heretofore.
Consultants have emerged as key links in the
chain, with their role defined as that of supporting
other actors in the nerwork. This professionalism
changes the texture of relationships in the network, where a reciprocal expectation now exists
that actors will behave in a professional and commercially-focused manner.
Power in the Network
Power is now more overtly acknowledged as an
issue by all respondents (see Table 2), and actors

Sport, Media and Sponsor - The Shifting Balance of Power in the Sports Nerwork
Figure 3

Influence of Power Gradients

----------------------------------------------------

Satellite
Terrestrial

+4

Sponsor

+3

Large NGBs
L.

7""

+24

Minority NGBs

-1
-20

(N = 50)
This scoring system is based on eoch respondent giving + 1 for a perceived
increose in power, -1 for a decreose and 0 for no change in power. Each respondent gave a score for eoch of the five groups - large and small NGBs, satellite and
terrestrial and the sponsor.

are prepared to use their power to improve their
individual positions. As one 'expert' respondent
commented '... if you have a good product, you
should be able to negotiate ... you should be able
to manipulate the power you hold over others'.
One manifestation of enhanced power can be seen
in the changes in the network because of the
increase in the influence of satellite media as they
inflate the pricing of sport in the market. Further
commercialisation is thus driven by the very fact
of the volume of money in the network.

It may be inevitable in this situation that NGBs
do have to cede control to the commercial interests, up to a point, in order to fund development
of their sports. To view this phenomenon positively they will have to look on it as a symbiotic
relationship, and anticipate that there will be winwin outcomes to the relationship.
Direction of Power
Respondents were asked to comment on the issue
of the direction of power in the sports network.
Having analysed the large range of directions indicated by respondents, it can be concluded that a
significant degree of continuous reconfiguration
in the network can be perceived as an ongoing
feature. Analysis of this data provides a visual
mapping of the distribution and directi~n of
power in the network and this is illustrated dlagramatically in Figure 3.
The overall situation depicted in Figure 3 does
not favour the NGB, especially with the media
influence increasing so dramatically. However, it

must be remembered that ultimately (as several
NGB respondents pointed out), it is the NGBs
which own t~e rights to the Sport, and this gives
them the ultImate power and, perhaps, the ulti~ate right, to control its destiny. The increasing
Influence of the commercial interests (i.e. the
media and sponsor) cannot be ignored because
these, in the final analysis, alter the directions of
power gradients which in turn alter the influence
each actor has in the Sports network. Thus the
ultimate power of the NGB is perhaps increasingly constrained by the growing influence of
commercial interests.
All four sets of respondents felt that the small
NGB was losing power. The 'sponsor' respondent
gr?up and the 'expert'. respondent group both perceIVed t!tat commerCial Interests were beginning
to exercise some control over NGBs. The 'media'
respondent group recognised the importance of
the growth of satellite TV and the threat that this
mi~ht hold, bu~ .saw !arge NGBs maintaining
theIr c~rrent posltlon gIVen their inherent power
reservoir.
Figure 3 highlights the nature of the changes
facing each of the ~embe.rs of the network. It may
be useful to examIne Figure 3 in the light of
Butler's (1996, p. 26) comments:
The governing bodies of Sport have been left
behind - not the big wigs of the Olympics or world
athletics, for they attracted pacesetters in the snoutin-trough race a long time ago. But the national
organisations, run with the blazered naivete of Old
England, are being crushed.

NGBDenial
A consistent pattern emerged in the responses of
the NGB respondent group when asked to comment specifically on the changing balance of
power issue. A single dominant theme became evident across the responses of a number of NGBs.
Respondents stated that they went to 'every effort'
to accommodate the media and make changes for
them. Yet, at the same time, these respondents disagreed with the proposition that 'the media are
taking control' or had a greater power hold on
them. Upon further probing by the researcher, it
w~s ~oncluded that certain NGBs, especially
mInorIty ~GBs, were unwilling to admit they
were losers In the power relationships in the network. It is evident that media are assuming pole
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Pre-Satellite Television Entry

Sport

Agent

posltlon in the marketing of sport, and small
organisations will 'bend backwards', as one
respondent stated, in order to build a partnership
with the media.

Audience &
revenue

Modelling the Sports Network
The nerwork might be viewed as a set of interactions which focus on exchange berween the actors.
Figure 4 is an attempt to illustrate the nerwork
prior to the development and influence of satellite
television. It articulates a very simple set of relationships where all the actions of all of the actors
revolve around rwo available and central values,
i.e. those of audience and money, with the intermediary or professional agent just beginning to
have a role in shaping relationships. The set of
transactions taking place in the nerwork of sport is
mapped in Figure 5.
Terrestrial television stations clearly differ from
satellite in terms of their greater level of penetration and their ability to reach larger audiences.
From the perspective of the minority NGB, the
available transaction is fairly straightforward. The
NGB is given near blanket coverage from a terrestrial station, coverage which is limited in extent
only by the sport's capacity to appeal to an audience. This coverage is delivered in return for rights
to show an event for free without a fee being
demanded from the broadcaster. In certain cases,
the NGB will actually assist the broadcaster with
the coverage by providing either physical resources
or even financial assistance on occasion.
However, the money offered by the satellite stations for the purpose of building an audience
franchise may be regarded as quite exceptional and
the advent of satellite brought major changes to
the original, relatively simple, set of relationships.
In the case of the sponsor, for instance, reduced
penetration in the market is the outcome when
the event it sponsors becomes exclusive to satellite.
To be successful in the nerwork, therefore, actors
have to be flexible and adaptable to change.
Ultimately, their options revolve, to a large
extent, around the disposition of the audience. It
might well be argued that the whole nerwork is
audience driven and this finds ultimate expression
through the issue of money. On the one hand,
the flows of money available to the NGB determine the choices as berween terrestrial and satel-
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Media

lite television carriers. On the other hand, money
flowing back to the sport may be regarded as a
key consequence of accessing an audience or conducting a transaction (with either a sponsor or a
medium) in relation to that audience.

The Sports Network for 2000 and Beyond
The sports nerwork is essentially dynamic in character. Further new relationships are emerging, and
there is an evident increase in the importance of
the issue of trust berween the actors. This is a feature of the responses in the present study as well as
being a prominent issue in the current literature.
The maintenance of trust may in itself influence
the pattern of relationships given the increase in
importance ascribed to the issue of trust by various actors. Morgan and Hunt's (1994) commitment-trust theory provides valuable perspective
on the developments. Actors can be seen to concentrate on preserving relationship investments
by co-operating with exchange partners and some
can be seen to be actively resisting apparently
attractive short-term options in favour of the
anticipated long-term benefits of staying with
existing partners. This may provide at least a partial explanation for the behaviour of several large
NGBs which are clearly continuing in partnership with terrestrial stations despite lucrative
monetary offers by satellite rivals.
Other perspectives in the current literature can also
help to illuminate the nature of change and to
highlight characteristics which make for successful
behaviour. Piercy and Cravens (1995) argue that a
key characteristic of successful nerwork participation is flexibility and adaptability to change. It may
be important for individual actors to acknowledge
the importance of these traits in achieving success-

Sponsor
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Figure 5

Transactional Sports Network
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ful behaviours as network members, and to take
these principles on board in the light of accelerating technological change. Furthermore, there is evidence that successful networks are indeed customer
driven, and sports bodies must ultimately provide
satisfaction for their various audiences.

Mapping the Network
A network of sport is proposed in Figure 6 as an
outcome of the research with the respondent
groups. It is notable that the position of minority
NGBs is significantly different to that of large
NGBs, the difference lying principally in the fact
that large NGBs are actively courted by the
media. They, for their part, can also approach a
sponsor either directly or through an agent whose
participation may be valuable in making detailed
arrangements with the media owner.
Regarding their achievements in the area of po~er
relationships, it might be concluded that satellite
television companies are pursuing organisation~
objectives with great effectiveness through theIr

Blanket coverage

network relationships. Seashore and Yuchtman's
(1%7) definition of organisational effectiveness,
the ability of an organisation to exploit its environment in obtaining resources, while at the same
time maintaining an autonomous bargaining postion, appropriately describes Sky's position in the
network. The question remains as to whether
satellite television is capable of applying coercive
power towards even the large NGBs by introducing an element of fear into the exchange, through
the threat of reducing or withdrawing monies.
Terrestrial television, in effect, offers fuller market
penetration to all NGBs. However, while it tends
to have an interdependent relationship with the
larger NGBs it is often able to dictate to the
smaller sports if and when it consents to broadcast
their events at all. It could be argued that terrestrial television stations operate on a system of refere~t power, as they, within the territory, have a
notional 100 per cent market penetration which is
desired by NGBs and which in turn can be used
by the NGBs to bring in lucrative sponsorship.
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The Sports Network - Beyond the Triadic Level - The Direction of Power

Figure 6

Economic inRuences
Economic prosperity of audience
leisure time available
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Political influences
Sports strategy
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Tobacco sponsorship regulations
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Impacts on:
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Penetration of satellite
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Participation rates
Sponsorship levels

Impacts on:
Penetration of satellite
Exit of tobacco sponsors
InAation in rights
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Distribution of power in network
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Social inRuences
'Sports mad' culture
Globalisation of sport

Technological inRuences
Digital technology
Virtual advertising
Widescreen/high definition television
Facilities
Impacts on:
Playing standards
Media coverage of sport
Advertising opportunities
Ambush marketing
InAation of rights
Mediated audience interest

In the case of print media, the larger NGB tends to
hold the power in the relationship as it does in its
relationship with most sponsors. NGBs of all sizes
seem to maintain a more balanced relationship
with radio as a medium, perhaps because of the
smaller stakes and the less acute issues involved.
In summary, the transaction sports network
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Impacts on:
Development of sport
Growth in participation
Audience attention
Sports participation
Key/indicator
NGB (L) = Large NGBs
NGB (S) = Small NGBs
- - -.. = Interdependent relationship
------. = Direction of power indicated by head of arrow
~ = Balanced mutual relationship

clearly illustrated that satellite is maintammg its
position of power within the network because of
the volume of revenues it is responsible for distributing throughout the network and which it directs
to the large NGBs in particular. This is the case
despite the limited market penetration it can offer
compared to the terrestrial broadcaster. This situation provides a competitive advantage and a

SpOrt, Media and Sponsor - The Shifting Balance of Power in the Sports Network

strategic option to the terrestrials which might be
better exploited so that they can achieve at least a
maintenance of their current strength.
Sponsors tend to be in control of relationships
with small NGBs while working on a more mutually satisfactory basis with the larger NGBs.
Agents work interdependently, though it could be
argued that they are ultimately dictated to by the
media. Their position in the network is secured
through the expert power they hold and it is clear
that their expertise in the market is being called
on increasingly. The sports network described,
and indeed all relationships between the different
network actors, occur within a larger contextual
framework consisting of various political, economic, technological and social influences as indicated in Figure 6.

Recommendations
In terms of overall strategy for the successful functioning of the network, it is recommended that
network relationships will have to move from a
transaction base to a partnership base. Where a
network is transactional in nature, its value is
defined by market dominance.
In the case of sport, there is a need for actors to
move to a relationship view of the network. Otherwise, all three partners end up in an exhausted
stalemate, with sponsors paying too much, the
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Book Revievvs

Food Choice, Acceptance and
Consumption
edited by H.L. Meiselman and H.].H. MacFie,
Blackie Academic & Professional (Chapman
& Hall), London, ISBN 0 7514 01927, 1996,
473 pp.
In their preface to this book the editors pose the
question 'Does the world need another book
about eating?' They obviously answered in the
affirmative otherwise this book review would be
unnecessary. I, however, have my doubts about
the need for another book on eating or, to be
more precise, about food choice, acceptance and
consumption.
The aim of this particular text is provide a multidisciplinary focus on the different aspects of food
choice, acceptance and consumption, but I am
uncertain that it is possible to achieve this aim
with only one text; it strikes me that there is certainly a need for more literature on this plethora
of topics from different academic perspectives and
disciplines but I remain unconvinced that this is
the correct way of achieving the objective.

will enjoy indulging themselves in this text but I
do not, as a retail marketer, find a great deal to
enrich my insatiable appetite for information in
this subject area. Perhaps this is an indication of
th~ ~nteres~s of th.e editors, who have, in my
OpInIOn, faded theIr readership with a too narrowly focused text. A close and detailed examination of the list of contributors bears witness to
my suspicions that this text has been overwhelmingly overloaded, to dietary excess, with contribU~ions from experts with little marketing orientatIon.
So, does the world need this - another - book
about eating? Sadly, I fear, the answer, in this
instance, is no.

Food Choice and the Consumer
edited by David W Marshal!, Blackie Academic
& Professional (Chapman & Hal!), London,
ISBN 0 7514 02346, 1995, 386 pp.

However, the list of contributions and contribu- Food Choice and the Consumer attempts to distors is certainly multidisciplinary and from many courage some of the disciplinary parochialism
different academic and practitioner backgrounds which surrounds this fascinating subject area and
to the extent that, between one set of hard covers, reach and stimulate a wide audience comprising
the reader is presented with a mind-boggling array academics, students, policy makers, nutritionists,
of information ranging from the role of the health educators, food manufacturers and retailers
human senses in food acceptance, the socio-cul- with a text which is consumer-driven and which
tural context of eating and food choice, data on adds value to the subject from a wide variety of
what animal research tells us about human eating points of view.
(if we really want to know), the development of
children's eating habits (which, in my opinion, The range of contributions is extremely impressive
should be a text in its own right), information on with, inter alia, papers from marketing specialists,
what abnormal eating tells us about normal human nutritionists, agricultural economists, coneating, to marketing and consumer behaviour sumer behaviourists, scientists and health sociologists on topics covering everything from the
with respect to foods.
supply and availability of food; food choice and
Other sections include economic influence on the demand for food; new product development
food choice - one of the best sections in the book for the consumer; the relevance of sensory proper- food choice,' 'mood and mental performance, ties. to consume~ food choi~e? the role of eating
attitudes and beliefs in food habits and dietary envIronments In determInIng food choice;
change and changing patterns of eating.
through to the eventual disposal of the meal.
Equally, the list of contributors is very impressive
While the editors claim that this text will be of with re~resentatives from each of the key areas
use to food scientists, technologists and 'marke- ~overed In the text; contributions have been pubteers', I disagree. I rather suspect that food sci- lIshed from authors in France, New Zealand, the
ence and technology academics and practitioners USA, Brazil and the UK.
© Mercury Publications
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The text covers food choice decisions and
approaches right the way through from acquisition, preparation, cooking and eating to disposal
from a multidisciplinary perspective. The paper
on food retailing and the food consumer by John
Dawson is one of the best in the book with an
excellent structure and a clear style of writing; it is
also very logically ordered. In his paper, Dawson
chronicles the shift in the balance of power within
the food chain and explains, in detail, the growth
of vertical marketing system, the increase of
administered marketing channels and the use of
new types of channel power. This section also
deals with retail branding and explains the relationships the major multiples, such as Sainsbury
and Tesco, have with their suppliers. It was unusually refreshing to read what could have been a very
dull section written with such a fresh approach,
albeit one sentence settled in my mind 'The death
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rate of small firms in food retailing is high' (p.
83). There were, however, several errors in the references at the end of this section, most notably
the title of Gardner and Sheppard's 1989 (not
1987) text on Consuming Passion: The Rise of
Retail (not 'Consumer') Culture.
Overall the text achieves its objectives with other
excellent sections on ethnic foods and the passages
for disposal. Like many other books, however, it
should be pointed out that this one is a good servant but a poor master; it is, however, one well
worth delving into for nuggets so seldom found in
literature on the subject. Taste and see!

Reviews by Donald C. McFetridge, lecturer
retail studies, University of Ulster at Coleraine
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